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Students of interracial relationships remain committed
as outside perceptions are slow to change.
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takes lend eft Tliers
Men's basketball wins its first Colonial Athletic
Association game of the season, defeating Towson
University, 57-55, Saturday.

TiVy may not get the Oscar nod, but the top W modes
of 2003 deserve mention for the horrific insight or
swashbuckling glory they brought to the screen.
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MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. CELEBRATION WEEK

America's broken promise
Jackson discusses King's life,
the dream, fight for equality
BY TONI DUNCAN AND
KELLY JASPER
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The Rev. Jesse Jackson answers questions from the media before he made his speech.

news editors
Encouraging solutions lo
America's broken promise,
the Rev. Jesse Jackson spoke
last night in Wilson Hall
Auditorium.
"This passing year, I've
become more anxious and a bit
disturbed ... on the romanticizing of (Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.'s] life." he said.
As a result of the romanticizing. King's movement has
"become lullaby songs — [it]
takes away his toughness on
America," Jackson said.
Often people focus no
longer on the hardships
endured during King's life
and the Civil Rights
Movement, he said, adding
that people need to fulfill the
promise to "close gaps that
separate people from people.
"We must teach the
promise on his birthday," he
said. "He had to die for us
to celebrate."
Jackson said this is a pivotal
year in many ways. "Today we
face a curious mix of racial politics, class divisions and global
isolation," he said.
Jackson added, "The gaps
created during 256 years of
slavery ... are significantly
present" in today's politics.
Despite the US. Supreme
Court Brown v Board of
Education decision 50 years
ago, which made apartheid
illegal in the United States,
Americans are "still living in
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news editors
While many of the 1,300
students
in
attendance
appeared to hear the Rev.
Jesse Jackson speak, several
other events comprised the
formal celebration last night in
the Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Kicking off the evening was
an introduction performance
by the Contemporary Gospel
Singers. They sang "Lift Ev'ry
Voice" by James Weldon
Johnson, with the audience
standing to join in the singing.

"We were honored to be
asked to perform at the Martin
Luther King Jr Day celebration," said senior Michael
Tinsley, the choir's director
"It's tradition for us to perform, and I'm honored to follow the 'Keep the Fire Burning:
Be the Dream ' theme."
President Linwood Rose
asked the audience, "Would
you have walked with Dr.
Kblfc or would you have
walked away?"
After telling stories from his
childhood in which he had to
make that very decision. Rose
said, "Each life has individual

After using temporary facilities for almost a month, offices
displaced
by the
midNovember fire at the Financial
Services Building relocated to
more permanent spaces over
Winter Break.
"In less than 30 days, we
were completely moved and
running in a new office,"
said Claudia Clark, director
of Payroll Services. "There
was a lot of collaboration
and cooperation in all parts
of the university."
A decision either to tear
down the complex or reconstruct it has not yet been
reached, according to David
Eton, assistant vice president of
Risk Management.
"At this point, we're still
negotiating with our insurance," he said. "We hope for a

decision by mid-February."
The Division of Risk
Management in Richmond
looks at the cost of rebuilding
the structure and compares it to
the coal of starting over with a
new building, Eton said.
"The choice is not solely up
to us," he added.
Eton said he thought the
different departments at the
university "did a tremendous job" getting everyone
moved so quickly.
"I think that indicates dedication and hard work," he said.
For Clark's office, the move
went smoothly, she said.
Her office temporarily was
relocated to Human Resources
after the fire. Her current office
is in the One Court Square
building
in
downtown
Harrisonburg.
"We actually have more
fee OFFICES, page 4

guesl speaker

59
the aftershocks," Jackson said.
The roots of racial and
economic inequalities go
even further back than the
20th century, he said.
"The promise made in 1865
[during the Emancipation
Proclamation) had been broken," he said. "We don't speak
of America's broken promise."
Today's issues:
The broken promise
Jackson also addressed
many
issues concerning
Americans in the next presidential election.
"This is a big election year
for America, and real choices
must be made," he said.
While he is not endorsing
any particular candidate,
Jackson said he wishes people will vote for their economic interests instead of
their racial tears in order to
gain political clout.
He said, however, this was
the greatest challenge for
see JACKSON, page 4

see Pit OGHAM, page 4

More permanent locations
found after mid-November fire
news editor

— Jesse Jackson

A portrait of the
Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr..
was displayed
In front of the
stage In Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
The portrait
was spotlighted
during the
entire program.

value, each lire has dignity."
The invocation was led by
sophomore Daniel Teweles
from Hillel and following eyas
a spoken-word expression
piece by
Morgan Dye,
Community Outreach co-chair.
Delivering the litany of
commemoration, junior Marie
Rosado from the Latino
Student Alliance lead the audience in a piece about King.
Two essay awards were
presented to local elementary
school children by sophomore
Shemiqua Bauldie and junior

Displaced offices relocate
BY KELLY JASPER

We don't speak of
America's broken
promise.
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Program commemorates King
BY TONI DUNCAN AND
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Remodeled e-campus
receives mixed reviews
Bryan said no students
showed up to the information sessions that were held,
JMU's new e-campus is however, a few faculty mem"still being tweaked," but bers did come.
The new e-campus offers a
eventually will be available 24
hours a day, according to live degree progress report and
Robin Bryan, executive direc- constantly is refreshed, which is
tor for Information Systems.
different from the older version,
The old system was down which was only refreshed three
each night between 12 and 7 times a semester.
Bryan said they are very
a.m., but Bryan hopes to fix this
interested in what the students
problem as soon as possible.
The new e-campus was want to see next or any addilaunched Dec. 23. 2003, and tional changes to e-campus.
"We really wanted to give
has been down each night
£;ui everything you had
from 12 to 2 a.m.
cfore, but in a new technol"So far, we've had some negitive comments from those ogy," he said.
However, students say they
using the system, but mostly
positive comments," Bryan said. are frustrated with the changes
Bryan said students com- and are having a difficult time
plained about the left-hand side adjusting to the new system.
"It's very disorganized and
menus on the old version of ecampus and the difficulty navi- not user friendly," sophomore
Britt Timmerman said. "They
gating pages with them.
"Everyone
hated
the should consent with the student
numerous log-in pages, and body with a bulk e-mail asking
the new e-campus only has
see E-CAMPUS, page 4
one," he added.
BY LAUREN MCKAY

assistant news editor

KRISTEN DONNHJ Y/j*tfj**>inip»fr
Lb Heavner of International Accounting works In her
office, which was moved Into Warren Hall following the
Are at the Financial Services Building In November 2003.
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One piece at a time
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The best films ot 2003
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POLICE LOG
police log reporter

No enmes were reported from
Jan. 13 to 16.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25 51
Number of parking tickets
issued between Aug. 25 and
Jan. 15:15.244

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of Jemes Madison
University, serves student end fecurty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community The
Breeze strive* to be
tmpartiai and (air in its
reporting and Irmly
believes in its First
Amendment rights.

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified: Come to

Ads Manager
Lsuren lOnelski

Classifieds
Manege.

Assistant Ads
Manager

The Breeze office weekdays between 8
am ana5p.m.

Bdana Mills
Ad Designers
Bevsny Kitchens
Usa Marietta
JoanMassaro
James Matarsse
Jess Woodward

Ad Executives:
KrtstsnEgan
Steve Ooherty
RyanFagan
EEtabsth Hamner

■ Cost S3 00 lor the first 10 words. $2
lor each adoMonal 10 words, boned
rfaaaWatl. $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday lor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be pax) in advance
m The Breeze office
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clean and their coats are

dry and glossy, their
fur easily becomes
charged with
electricity. Sparks
can be seen If their
fur is rubbed in
the dark.

Center aurJsnca,

Today
Mostly Sunny
High 34 Low 13

Wednesday
Partly Cloudy
41/25
Thursday
Parity Cloudy
40716

Since housecats are

women's basketball
game, three turn
biers bounce on a
trampoline and par
form acrobatic tricks
for the Convocation

WEATHER

of the Day

BY LAURKS MCKAY

During halftlme of
the Thursday night

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

10% OFF

Grand Opening Specials

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
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540.4343886

In Kroger Shopping Center

Hours: Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm

Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone,

jewelry

Beside Plan 9 Music

University Eyecare

!

JAMES MCHONE
antique

540-442-7335

lhrrans la III. I .S.I Is tun in 11 i,. i,,.l.uiK:

O.D.

1

Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
' Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management
WmttVi, fuyt iu tngagement ringt~

Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card

75 Court Square, 'Harrisonburg
CHfirt to tanf^OjAmerica)
433-1833

Hours:
Mon & Fri 9 - 6
T - Th 9 5
Sat 9 3

Located next to Wal-Mart
in Harrisonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

Only Raw Bar In Harrisonburg

Come Down For'so,'*

nte

hair

M Price Appetizer Menu
Daily 4-9 pm

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

Wed.Jan2st-

$6.00 Haircuts
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing

Now Accepting JAC Cards!

William Walter

Fri. Jan 23rdToda Schlabach

Jimmy '<
Every/

Hours
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5:30
Sal 7:00-2:00

434-4844

m uu

vfe:

jrsday

Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
HamATurkey, and more...
Wings- 25« each Mon&Thurs
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crablegs
10.99/lb
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Doz

33 West, Harrisonburg
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland

»***■» SI ttntantu]
rDa/iiVtoekMajn-lmv

43J-9874

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

TUESDAY, JAN.

Students uninterested

NEWS

A recent study finds young voters
to be apathetic about the 2004
presidential election.
■MrtwyMow
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Add, drop period for
classes ends Tuesday
Today is the last day
for students to drop and
add classes to their Spring
2004 class schedule.
Students who wait to
drop a class until after the
Jan. 20 deadline will
receive a "W" on their
transcripts. Students can
receive the W until the
course adjustment deadline of March 19.
The Office of Registrar
also said receiving an
override from a professor
does not mean one is registered for the course. One
still must go through ecampus and sign up for
the class.
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"They are usually on schedule, except
when you really need it."
JENNIFER GAY

freshman
•Mitory Mow

2003 ties for world's second hottest year
BY SfcTH BoRfcNSTEIN
Knight Ridder Tribune
It's cold comfort to people shivering
in much of the United States right now,
but 2003 tied for the world's second
hottest year, according to new federal
government data released Thursday.
In what meteorologists say is new
evidence that global warming is real
and worsening, the world's average
tcmperatuiv last year was 58.03 degrees
Fahrenheit, according to the National
Climatic Data Center in Asheville, N.C.
That's 1.03 degrees warmer than the
124-year world average.

Going into December, it looked as
though 2003 would rank only third
hottest, but a toasty last month tied the
year with 2002 for second place since
record-keeping began Jan. 1,1880, said
Jay lawrimore, the global data center's climate monitoring chief. The
hottest year was 1998, with an average
temperature of 58.14.
The five hottest years on record all
have occurred since 1997, and the 10
hottest since 1990. It's been 221 months
since the world recorded a colderthan-normal month.
The consensus of climate scientists
is that the world is warming and will

continue to get hotter because gases
emitted from burning fossil fuels are
trapping heat from the sun, causing
the atmosphere to get warmer, as happens in a greenhouse.
Global temperatures increased one
degree in the 20th century and pmbably
will increase two to 10 more by 2100, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, a group of the world's leading
weather experts, predicted in 2001.
For more information on the 2003
climate figures, go to the National
Climatic Data Center Web site at
www. nedc. noaa.gov/oa/climate/rcsearch/2
003/atm/annOXhtml.

MARCCHOl/tfny/j* t editor

Spring Study Abroad
Expo held for students
Students
considering
going abroad should attend
the Spring Study Abroad
Expo this Thursday.
The went takes place at the
College Center Grand
Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The expo will discuss
scmesler, summer, short
term and international
study abroad opportunities
This is a Wellness
Passport event.
For more information
visit the JMU Office of
International Programs
Web site at mi'W.jmu.edu/intcrlutkmal.

CHRIS \.AB7SM*i*>r phHiiwpher

Possible candidates for
city council need apply
H ARRISONBURG —
Those who want to be nominated to the Harrisonburg
Citv Council need to "present their intention in writing" to chairman David
Wiens, according to Adam
Sharp, Public Relations
chair of the Harrisonburg
Democratic Committee.
One needs to write to
Wiens by Saturday, |an. 31.
The elections will be held
Monday Feb. 9 at locations
that have not been determined yet.
Mayor Joe Fitzgerald
already has told the committee that he will be seeking
nomination in May.

School segregation at
levels last seen In '69
WASHINGTON, D.C, (77ic
Wasliington Fust) — Half a century after the Supreme Court
ordered the desegregation of
American education, schools
an' almt»>t as segregated as they
were when Martin Luther King
Jr. was assassinated, according
to a new report released by
Harvard University researchers
The study by the Harvard
Civil Rights Project shows
that progress toward school
desegregation peaked in the
late 1980s as courts concluded that the goals of the landmark 1954 Supreme Court
division Brou'fi R Board of
Education largely had been
achieved. Over the past 15
MIIS. the trend has been in
the opposite direction, and
most white students now
have "little contact" with
minority students in many
.ire.is of the country, according to the report
"We are celebrating a victory over segregation at a
time when schools acn»s the
nation are becoming increasingly segregated," noted the
report, which was issued on
the eve of the holiday celebrating Martin Luther King
Jr.'s birthday.
"We are losing many of
•he gains of desegregation," said Harvard professor Gary Orfield, the primary author of the report.
"We are not back to where
we were before Brouw, but
we are back to when King
w.i- assassinated '

Student feedback changes bus routes
BY KRISTF.N GRF.KN

senior writer
As a result of feedback and
changes in students' transportation preferences, Harrisonburg
Transit changed its route pattern.*.
at the beginning of the semester to
better fit student needs
"We see what the demand
i-v what students need, and
then we just readjust [the
routes based on that}," said
Vicki Conley, Harrisonburg
Transit superintendent.
The changes that took place
were not as large as the ones
that took place in the fall,
according to Conley.
Changes to the schedules
occurred because of a daily
increase of about 1,000 students per day, Conley said. She
MUI that in the fall of 2002, versus the fall of 2003, there was a
39.32 percent increase in passengers riding the night shuttle
alone, where the total for daytime routes was 102, 697 in the
fall of 2003.
She also said that mutes wenchanged based on e-mails
received fmm the Harrisonburg
Transit Web site, uitivhdpt.com
— a place on the Web to comment. Also, mutes are changed
according to the feedback
received from passengers as they

ride the buses.
Slight changes were made
to almost every route listed
in the Harrisonburg Transit
Schedules and Information
packet — available for free at
locations such as Taylor
Down Under and on the
buses themselves.
One of the routes that had
a major change in it was the
Shopper.
"The Shopper changed
because we put times to the
Shopper now — it used to be
continuous," Conley said
"The Shopper will go to WalMart twice and cut some
things out, like stops at
I owc'l and Kmart "
Another change to the
Shopper listed in the new
schedule are several new stopping locations, including the
College of Integrated Science
and Technology at two minutes
after the hour, Fast Market
Street at Books-A-Million at 22
minutes after the hour.
University Boulevard at Regal
Cinemas at 27 minutes alter llu
hour and Blue Ridge Hall at 28
minutes after the hour
The Shopper also circk-s back
around ISAT to Harrisonburg
Crossing, stops at Carrier I >rive at
the soccer field at 47 minutes after
the hour and returns to Godwin at

51 minutes after the hour.
Even though changes to the
schedule were greater last
semester, almost all routes
changed in some way, according
to the fall semester bus schedule.
Route 1 no longer stops at
the Golden Corral restaurant
at 20 minutes after the hour, at
Reservoir Street at Dutchmill
Court at 40 minutes after the
hour or at Blue Stone Hills at
Diamond Court at 22 minutes
after the hour. However,
Routs 1 now stops at Stone
Gate and SunChase Saturdays
on demand, and stops at
Biolife Plasma Center every
day on demand.
Route 2 changes include stops
at Biolife llasma Center at 12 minutes after the hour and no longer
stopping at (>ld Furnace Road at
Tower Street at 20 minutes after
the hour, while changes to Route 3
include stops at Ntwth Main Street
at East WbUe Street at 26 minutes
after the hour instead of at West
Vtfolfe Street per Route 3 now also
stops at Bruce Street at Vail on
demand only. Route 4 — for
Saturday service only — no tonger
stops at Rockingham Memorial
Hospital Atrium on demand.
Route 5 contained the most
Overall changes to its mutes. It

Response to bus
schedule mixed
BY KRISTF.N GRF.F.N

senior writer
The students themselves use the bus system due to its convenience and availability,
but there still are problems seen with several aspects of the bus system.
"They are usually on schedule, except
when you really need it," freshman
Jennifer Gay said. "They should adjust the
schedule because they know there is more
traffic during class-switching time, so why
not just plan on the delay instead of running behind schedule?"
Sometimes the buses' unpredictability
was the main cause of student concerns.
"I don't use them so much, but one time last
year, I had the bus schedule and I went to the
movies and I got out on time," sophomore
Sydney Hunt said. "The bus never came and it
was pouring rain — my friend and I had to
walk back to campus in it," Hunt said.
Several students, such as junior Leah
I arson, commented on the buses' seemingly
sporadic schedules, whereas sophomore
Tommy Carothers felt that overcrowding on
buses was the transit system's major problem.
However, many students, such as sophomore
Jennifer Pic, commented on the buses' convenience as the reason why she decides to ride them.
"I've always appreciated having the bus system here," Pic said. "It's very convenient, and is
very helpful to students who are without a car. It

see SCHEDULE, page 5

see OPINIONS, page 5

Study: Young voters apathetic
BY DAN TRAYLOR

OSU Daily Barometer
As the field of Demtxrats running for
tlx-ir party's presidential nomination shrinks
from eight to one in the aiming months,
many young peopk* won't be paying attention, but some on campus already are organizing in support of one candidate.
A study released Sunday by the Pew
Research Center for the People and the
IVess suggests that young people, classified
hen' as 18- to 29-year-olds, are relatively
uninterested in election news. Meanwhile,
those who are watching the election somewhat closely are moving away from traditional new sources, often relying on comedy programs for the latest headlines.
At the same time, presidential candidate HowareJ Dean, the former governor of
Vermont, has a number of student supporters on the Oregon State University campus
The "Generation Dean" gnmp has 29 regisi Mi ( K M NSBOY/XMfArMrfdrrThhM tered members and continues to grow,
according to President A.J. Burton.
U.S. Democratic presidential candidate and former Vermont Gov. Howard
Most young people — 64 percent —
Dean delivers his campaign stump speech during a Dean campaign but
said the" are "not even somewhat intertour event In Newton, Iowa, Jan. 16. In a recent survey. It was di'covered
that young adults do not pay much attention to the election process.
ested" in news about the Democratic

party's primary campaigns, according to
the Pew Center survey.
Robert Sahr, an OSU political science professor who studies politics and media, noted
that Oregonians do not vote in a primary
etectxin until May, when the Democratic
nominee likely will be known already.
For that reason, Sahr said many kxral voters, including young people, may not
choose to follow the election.
"1 think that's the single most important
factor," Sahr said, noting that college campuses in Iowa or New Hampshire likely
have more political activity related to the
Democratic campaigns.
The first major event of the primary season, the Iowa Caucus, was Monday, and the
Jan. 27 New Hampshire primary foUows.
Sean Rey, the treasurer of the OSU
College Democrats and a computer science
ni.iior, said that when young people ignore
politics, politicians ignore young people.
It's a vicious cycle. Politicians pay
attention to people who vote for them,"
Rey said. "Until we get out there and start
voting, attention won't be paid to us."
sre VOTERS, page 5
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PROGRAM: Service awards presented
PRIKiRAM, from page /

Shelby (tiU-s, t ommunitv (Xitreneh awiuip.
The award-winning essav was written bv Elkton
Elementary School fourth grader Adricnne Herring.
I M] we live bv example and leach our children not to discriminate.' ihfl said while reading
paragraphs o( her speech. "We need to treat everyone the way we want to be treated."
Herring said site was a little nervous to sp, .ik in front
ot MV many people, but felt honored that she won.
Jackson greeted her after she left the stage to shake her
hand and take a picture
Two Community Service Awards were presented by
senior ITiillip I Xihart. president of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc.. Art Dean, the assistant director of
Vimissions and Daniel Wubah, director of the
Presidential Commission on Drversilv.
Duhart said I \\in was selected because he was
instrumental in "exposing minority students to JMU."
I le said Wubah was selected because of his acquisition
i >f over SI million in research studies and aid for underrepresented minorities."
Junior April Stewart, a program committee member
sang "Amazing Ci i
Sophomore Johnelle Brown, a program committee

member, intniduced the Rev. Jackson, who spoke for about
an hour and took time to answer audience questions.
Various organizations and departments tcxik place in
a candle-lighting ceremony while a Microsoft
PowerPoint slide show ot images was played.
Senior Grant Schafer, who represented the office ot
ludici.il Allans., said. "He represents an organization
that Martin Luther King (Jr.) would stand for. There's a
good mix of people '
Closing remarks wen' delivered by J. Stacy Edwards,
the director of theCenter for Multicultural/International
StudentSenicei the benediction was delivered bvjohn
Grace, the coordinator for Campus Ministries.
The program was sponsored by CMISS, the National
Association loi the Advancement oft olored I'eopleand
the Black Student Alliance
Student tickets tor the program were sold out in
under one and a half hours, according to junior
lazmina Griffich, one of the co-chairs ot the Martin
Luther King |r. committee.
Student Body I'n-sidenl I e> ar Stoney said he learned
a lot (rom the event.
"What stood out the most is tliat we could think of
the ways we an- different,'' he said, "but we should
•Midi lor things that bring us together"

CHRIS

LABZDA/WIK"

ph,*t<gruptur

The crowd awaits tha Rav. Jesse Jackson's speech Monday night.

JACKSON: Progress made, but more needs to be done
JACKSON, from page}

CHRIS 1.ABZDA/muni /A*,,.,.,*,,

Junior April Stewart sings "Amazing Grace" during the Martin
Luther King Jr., Celebration Monday In Wilson Hall Auditorium.

Southern whites who ire
"driven to vote |by] their racial
fears oxer economics
Most working poor are
fmm the South, according to
Jackson, and most poor tnlks
aren't on Welt.ire
may work
every day,
Some Americans are light
ing for the right to remain
poor," he said "You voted for
the right not to have a place at
the table and vou won."
He said they got what
"they voted for. but didn't
know what they were bargaining for."
By focusing on an agenda
of shared economic security,
the dream is restored, he said.
Another
issue
that
Jackson focused on was the
war in Iraq.
"We had every reason to
fighl the Taliban and al-Qaeda
because they hit us," Jackson
said. However, he said he felt
Iraq never was determined to
be an imminent threat.
A global coalition was
formed during the war in
Afghanistan,
he
said
However, "the world stands
by as we die daily |in Iraqi "
People of lower economic
standing are sacrificing for the
war in Iraq, he said "The war
is tought by the poor, paid for
by the poor — for the rich, he
added. "That is not the

American dream."
About 500 people have
died, and thousands have been
injured since the war began,
according to Jackson. "There
are no congn'sspeople's childn*n in Iraq tonight."
Jackson said King, if alive
today, would find America's
diplomacy to the world discouraging.
The White House needs an
open-door policy, he said. "We
are paying too much taxes.
shedding too much blood in
Iraq
to be shut out of the
White House."
Jackson also addressed
the state of the American
economy.
"We are trapped in an economy tilted toward the top 1
percent," he said. He added
that everyone should follow
King's bottom-up — instead of
top-down — method of Helping people.
Jackson said too many
Americans cannot afford further education, adding that
tuition costs cannot continue
to rise. "It costs too much logo
to school in America," he said.
Jackson said King's "mission was to preach the gospel,
not to the fund-raising rich,
but to the poor"
Restoring the promise
Jackson encouraged people to "reinvest in America"

to restore the earlier promise made.
Tb Ml the nation's attention, to change the nation's prioritiis. to establish a floor in
which no American would
fall." was what Jackson said he
hoped was accomplished.
More studies need to be
done on the racial gap between
infant mortality, life expectancy, the criminal justice system
and access to capital, Jackson
said. With more concrete evidence, the gaps can begin to
close, he added.
Another solution Jackson
offered was to have each
state create funded programs to assess the gaps and
bridge them.
Jackson also said when
people unlearn the stereotypes they have been programmed to believe, unity
can be achieved.
"We don't need diversity —
we need equality," he said. "If
we have fair rules, we can settle for equality."
Jackson asked the audience
why blacks performed so well
in athletics. "Is it some special
gane? I think not," he said.
"It's when the players are
equal, the rules are public and
the goals are clear we do well."
Another way Jackson said
the promise could be restored
would be to improve diplomacy and foreign policy.

"Our foreign policy has us
in severe isolation," he said
"We need to regain our standing in the world."
JackSOn, who said kinc
was devoted to his schoolwork, also offered specific
advice for students.
"Focus on your grades ami
getting yourself out of here,"
he said. "Whether you're
white, black or brown, preparation matters.'
In addition to preparation,
people need to build character,
which, according to Jackson, is
the way one reacts to a situation. He added, "Beyond color,
beyond culture, up in the high
ground, then1 is character."
President Linwood Rose
said students should heed
Jackson's advice to study.
"When he spoke about preparedness, it A,IS particularlv
meaningful," he said.
Sophomore Wesli Spencer,
Sophomore Class Council
president, served as the master
of ceremonies. "Jackson's
quote about level playing
Balds was such an empowering thing for me," he said. "I
felt so honored to be involved
and to hear his words."
Jackson offered some final
advice to the whole audience.
"You can't just admire
I King] because he died for
us," Jackson said. "You must
follow him."

OFFICES: Financial Services
E-CAMPUS: Revamped
employees content with new locale system open 24 hours
OFFICES, from page I

room here than in the Financial
Services Building," she said.
"[The staff] adapted quite well
to the new location"
Clark said, however, that
the Office sp.uc is "not as convenient to [Human Resources]
or as ilose to lampus "
The furnitun' and equipment lost in the fire were
replaced promptly, Clark
said. "All the anas within the
university made it happen,"
she added.
Cine of the areas that was
involved when creating the
new
offices
was
the
Telecommunications office
"We set up and installed
Over r>0 computers and o\er

(SO phones and fax machines,"
said Dale Hulvey, assistant
vice pivsident of Information
Technology.
"Our
Telecommunications office
was involved in the wiring
and installation of network
connections and telephones
The Network Engineering
staff and Computing Support
office installed new computers and printers, he said.
About 10 to 15 members from
Information Technology
were involved.
"Everyone really pulled
together to get the offices hi. k
in service and relocated,"
Hulvey said. "It was a gnat
team effort. The
nitues showed our staff that

thev really appreciated what
we were doing to help "
Judy
Powell,
the
Financial Service Building's
coordinator and a Finance
Offica administrative assis
tant, said she thought the
new office spaces were
"very workable."
Powell WSJ one ot the first
staff members notified of the
fin' in November After the
fire, her office worked temporarily from office spaojs
located near the Financial
Sen ics Building The office
moved to Warren Hall over
Winter Break.
"They have come up
with a good solution for
ns. she said.

F.-CAMPUS. from page 1

their opinions before they
change things."
Timmerman said she wishes
there was a direct link to add or
drop a class.
"There is no direct way to
add a class from the course
ssaich site." she said.
Other students feel the
changes were helpful.
"Being a transfer student, I
navel had a chance to get used lo
the old e-campus, and the new
one is ver\ helpful," junior Sara
Ayres said. "I think it has
improved very much fmm the
old one and I can find everything I need."
Dale Hulvey, assistant vice
president
of
Information

technology, said they have
received very few calls to their
help desk requesting assistance
with the new system.
"We think things are going
well," Hulvey said. "Anytime
there is change, adjustment is
needed."
Hulvey said the new system
offers e-mail addresses of students to faculty with their class
rosters.
The new system also doesn't
make you select the term via user
preferences as the old system did.
"We are excited about the
new system and the features it
offers to JMU. The system is
completely Web based and preCares us well for the future,"
ulvev said.

I hull,niv abotll
a career in
journalism.
plnihii'i .iphx or

communications?
Or just waul In
WlitC as a

hobby?
Ge) started now!
\\ lite for
The HIT,:,.
JMI '» national

award-winning
student

newspaper.
Contact us at
bretzteditor
'" holmail.com
or \8-(.l27

FRATERNITY RECRUITMENT $mm 2004
Who's Greek?
*A11 but two U.S. Presidents since 1825
*85% of Fortune 500 executives
*76% of U.S. Congressmen
71% of men in "Who's Who in America" |
If you need more reasons to join
(or have any questions)
please contact
Ben Baker: 438-1626

AXIcDEllKA KIKAP
0X AKAKASX IlKcD
INTKEZBTFIJI
Fraternity Forum:
January 20 - 22 on the Commons
Info Session:
January 22, 6:30-8 p.m. Taylor 405
Actual Recruitment:
January 26 - February 4

Everyone Welcome!
IFC Sponsored

Alcohol-free Events
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Students match last Thursday Jan. IS from the James Madison statue to the Transitions
room In Warren Hall. There was a speakout after the event. This event was part of the
"Keep the Fire Burning — Be The Dream" Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration Week 2004.

SCHEDULE: Changed
Shopper routes explained
KHUN It, (hjntptji <
now starts nt Heritage Haven at

15 minutea afttt the houi
instead of South Main Stnvt at
the library at 10 minutes after
the hour, where it no longer
stops. The bus no longer stops at
North Main Street at East Court
Square at 11 minutes after the
hour after or North Main Street
at East Rock Street at 14 minutes
after the hour.
Times have changed for
stops along North Main Street,
and Route 5 no longd MOM at
Park Road at I'arkwood Drivr at
21 minutes after the hour, but
now stops at Park Road at
Shenk IMve.
Some stops have been
taken out, but others are several minutes ahead of their previous schedules.
Inner Campus Shuttle 1 has
changed
on
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays by
offering two additional [SAT
stops. The bus also makes tinal
stops at Blue Ridge Hall,

THE BREEZE I
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VOTERS: Young adults learn about
candidates through various mediums

Marching forward together

>4

20, 20041

College Center, ISAT, Warren
Hall, Vamcr House and Miller
Hall — making its last stop at
Miller Hall at 7:05p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays also
have more BAT stops in addition
to running later, making one
more stop at each of the buildings
on its nxitc until its final one at
Miller Hall at 7:12 pm
Inner Campus Shuttle 2 has
changed
on
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays by stopping at the Art Studio on demand
for all weekdays, and has twice
the number of ISAT stops on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Routes 6,7, A, J, M, U and the
church shuttle incurred no
changes, while Route 8 doubled
its BAT stops. Route 9 hits some
of its stops five minutes ahead of
schedule, while Route 10 runs
about three minutes ahead of
schedule Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays and about five minutes ahead of schedule on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Route B now has no Sunday

service to Valley Mall after 7
p.m., no longer stops at South
Main Street at the Library at IB
minutes after the hour, South
Main Street at East Market Street
at 18 minutes after the hour or at
East Market Street at South
Mason Street, and resumes its
previous schedule afterward,
running about nine minutes
slower to each stop than its previously scheduled times.
Route C has hits stops about
10 minutes later because of a new
stop at the Modular Building at
37 minutes after the hour.
The night shuttle has changed
in that it used to help other routes
from 28 to 55 minutes after the
hour to assist other routes as
needed, making its regular stops
between the start of the hour and
28 minutes after the hour The
night shuttle now assists other
routes from the start of the hour
to 30 minutes after the hour,
where it will be on demand and
complete its regular stops from
28 to 56 minutes after the hour.

VOTERS, from page 3
Sahr, who has seen data
showing that Dean tends to
appeal to young voters more
than the other candidates, said
it is unclear how that support
will translate into votes
"A lot of these younger voters may lean toward Dean, but
how many will get out to vote
in primaries, let alone the general election?" Sahr questioned.
Caleb Wilkinson, who is
part of a large voter registration effort called "The New
Voters Project," said many
young people perceive voting
to be a futile act.
"Thea1 is a common perception among young people
that politiciaas are selfish .»ml
focused on their own gain,"
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson,
like
Rev,
referred to a cycle, noting that
young people will have to
change befon' politiciaas do.
"This cyck* of negkvt manifests itself in young people not
voting, which signals to politicians that they need not focus
attention on those issues young
people tend to care about, and
so young people think that

politicians don't care about their
issues," Wilkms<m said.
"We hope students will get
involved With a little help
.we'll become a force," he said.
The four in 10 young
people who are paying
attention to the Democratic
campaigns, according to the
Pew Center Survey, are
relying on nontraditional
sources of information.
"Cable news networks are
the most frequently cited
sources of campaign news for
young people," a summary of
the Pew Center survey said.
"But the Internet and comedy
pn>grams" aa' popular sources
as well.
One in five young people
reported a'gularly watching
campaign news on comedy
shows such as "Saturday
Night Live" or "The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart."
"For Americans under
30, these comedy shows are
now mentioned almost as
frequently as newspapers
and evening network news
programs as regular sources
for election news," the
study said.

Sahr noted that college students generally stay up late,
and late night programs atv
going to get more attention
than the evening news.
Tins, the long tradition
has been that the younger you
1
an , the less likely you are to
vote, and that means you have
less vested intea>st in paying
attention," Sahr said.
Those who regularly leam
about the Democratic campaigns fa>m late-night television, morning shows, local
television or comedy shows,
are not well informed about
the campaign, according to
the study.
Those who know the most
about the Democratic race
reported learning about the
campaign from the Internet,
National Public Radio or
news magazines.
"About six in 10 of those
who report learning something about the campaign
from these sources were able
to correctly answer at least
one of the two candidate
identification questions, and
a third more can answer
both," the study said.

OPINIONS: Students look at changes
OPINIONS, from page 3
allows students to travel around campus, as
well as the city, without paying extra expenses,
such as for gas or for parking passes."
Pic said that the traasit system abo creates a
sense of pmtection and security for her. "If you are
alone at night, you don't have to drive down dark
alleys in order to park your car because you can
always catch a bus instead," she said.
According to junior Tiffany Truslow, not
having to search for a parking spot is the transit system's largest perk.
"I think for the most part, they are way more

convenient than trying to find a parking spot,
and they usually drop you off closer to your
class than your parking spot would have been
in the first place," she said.
Although student views on the transit
system differ, the changes made are done
according to what will best suit the general student population and their schedules,
according to Con ley. Although the big system changes are made in the fall, the
changes made during the spring semester
are those necessary to keep the system
running smoothly, she said.

Got News?
Send news ideas to
breezenews@hotmail.com
'Send ideas at least one week before event

University Health Center
■n

Now under new management

Monday-Friday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Sunday Closed

Call 568-6178 for
an appointment

T

SEVEN DAYS, SEVEN WAYS TO HAVE FUN:
Sunday/Monday - Free pool
Tuesday/Thursday ■ Karaoke (voted Ihe Valley's Best)
Wednesday • JMb Night Featuring: Jwo While Guys and a Block DJ./House Dance Party
Friday • St, Judes Benefit Concert w/Graham Cochian (1/23)
Saturday - Dinah Pehrson Band (1/24)

Choices Sessions
Monday 11:15 a.m.
at Hillcrest East
Wednesday 7 p.m.
at WRC- Warren 404

T
Announcing our 1st Conceit Event •Canadian Singer/Song Writer
Fred Eaglesmitti Band
Monday. Jon 26. Eany Brt 8p.m. Show
AMusfseelyouieaFanofSteveEaftlhjbertWlteeaWefl^
Al rctets S8 a* 1« Ctoor LorJes MoCovet
1.30 Small Town Workers
1.31 Boogie Hawg

432.0610

www.DoThePub.com

Anonymous HIV
Testing
Tuesday
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
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But, for one night in Wilson Hall,
King's dream t>ecame a reality.
tM beuM (tutorial, MM

A trip lo the moon — not to
mention a moonbase has international ramifications...

OPINION
HOUSE

ALEXSKNEY

freshnan

EDITORIAL

Jackson brings unity, nostalgia on Martin Luther King Jr. Day
On the steps of the Lincoln Memorial
Aug. 28, 1963, in Washington, DC, the
Rev. Martin I uther King, Jr., delivered his
powerful "1 Have a Dream" speech —
revered as one of the most famous orations in American history.
In one of King's verses, he said the
following:
"When we let freedom ring, when we
let it ring from every village and every
hamlet, from every state and every city,
we will be able to speed up that day when
all of God's children — black men and
white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants
and Catholics — will be able to join hands
and sing in the words of the old Negro
spiritual, Tree at last! Free at last! Thank
God Almighty, we arc free at last!'"
King was assassinated on April 4,1968,
in Memphis, Tenn., and never lived to see
his dream come true.
Many might argue that it still hasn't.
But, for one night in Wilson Hall, King's
dream became a reality.
Over 1,300 people filled the Wilson
Hall Auditorium, and hundreds more
crowed Grafton-Stovall Theatre and the
College Center Grand Ballroom last night
to hear the Rev. Jesse Jackson speak during the 17th Annual Martin Luther King
Jr. Celebration Week. There were no overwhelming numbers of one specific group
among the 1,300 in attendance. Instead,
there was a mixture of gender, race, religion, sexual orientation and background.
JMU has been criticized for its lack of
diversity. President Linwood Rose even
assembled a presidential commission in
September 2003 to improve diversity

among the school's student enrollment, as
well as its faculty and staff employment.
Of JMU's 15,612 students, 13,215
were Caucasian, according to the Office
of Institutional Research's 2002-'03 statistical summary.
Throughout Jackson's speech, he discussed the progress in striving for equality
— part of the American dream. He talked
about racial problems during the Civil
Rights Movement. Jackson used football as
an analogy for how the color of someone's
skin doesn't matter anymore like it did
when racism was at its height in the 1960s.
Jackson described how a "crazy"
white guy with a foam cheese hat and
wearing no shirt during freezing weather in Green Bay, Wis., would root for a
black football player on Green Bay's football team to beat a white guy on the
Chicago Bears' team. At the same time, a
black guy from Chicago would root for
the white player to crush the black player who played for Green Bay.
Jackson said the pursuit of equality
doesn't always have to involve race. He
said the poor, working class also were victims. He talked about the broken promise
of democracy, as well as the broken promise of the Emancipation Proclamation to
truly free all people.
Jackson noted tliat more progress can
be made. Before he exited the stage,
Jackson said, "Long live the dream."
It is likely King would be proud of the
progress that has been made in the goal
for equality since the 1960s. However, he
probably would agree that there is plenty
of room for improvement before his ulti-

■ Breeze Reader's View

Bush's moon proposal
only 'whimsical ploy'

I moil darts and pan to t>n*»dp« 'hotmail .com
Darts & Pals are submitted anonymously and primed on a spaceavailable basis Submissions are based upon one person i opinion of a
(thru situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

AlexSlrney

Pat-

Dart...
A "way-to-fire-up-the-blender" pat to
my three senior roommates for helping
take our pregame into overtime on a night
when we weren't even supposed to go out.
From a senior who is glad most of you will
be liere next year.

A "grow-up-.ind-get-.i-hh' dart to
the immature boys who trashed our
apartment and picked a light with on.' of
our roommates.
From four girl> .rho think that My gIM
who would fighi ii tirl netth to it commitled.

Dart...

Pat.

A ''mankvtbr-not-paying-enough-attenhon-to-theCounl-from-'Sesame Street"' dart
ti> the guy who accidentally called 911 rather
than 411 while looking for a number to a cab
company.
From a junior who is capable ofcounlmgfrom
one lo W.

Pat-

A "you-are-the-wind-bencath-myw ings" pat to all the student* Mid support staff who helped keep the JMU
network running through .in onslaught
of computer viruses in the fall.
Fromattmt, Ivftj.i a Mole batlier.

Dart.
A "you-rocked-my-socks-off" pat to
Jimmy and Friends who played Wednesday
night.
from a huge fan who enjoyed the food, drinks
and, most of all, the musk.

A "don't-fix-il-if-it-is-nol-broken"
dart to Information 'technology for
making the new r-tampus much more
complicated than it already was.
From a junior irho wt$hn i/<»u would
have left it alone.
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Rwilllslll George W. Bush
Even if the CEV adequately
once again lias issued the chal- can replace the shuttle—which is
knge to NASA to send man to the doubtful - the cost for traveling
moon and beyond. Bush has sat to the moon likely will far exceed
forth clear goals for NASA — to the $12 billion allocated to it tor
complete the International Space the next five years. The Mercury,
Station on scheduk' by 2010 and GffiU and Apollo programs
retire the spaa' shuttk' upon its cost $23 billion in eight years in
compkbon, to have a new Crew the l%0s. Bush makes no menExploration Whick'designed and tion of funding projections
operational no later than 2014 and beyond the next five years
use the CEV to initiate a return to
Id tinng the space shuttle
the moon by 2020.
I kxiseends Without
This Renewed Spirit of a space shuttle, NASA will be
Discovery plan is commend- unabk to service satellites, includable (or setting clear goals for ing the Hubble Space Telescope.
and drawing public attention
NASA already has canceled
lo an organization that has all servicing missions to the telesuffered in recent years from scope due to costs and. accordlack of direction and support. ing to NASA, Hubbk will crashHowever, its goals are nei- land in 2007 or 2008. NASA had
ther realistic nor responsible
not intended to replace the
Hush's plan calls lor the Hubble until 2011, with the aid
reallocation of $ll billion with- of the spate shuttles.
in the agency and increasing
Ihe plan leaves NASA
NASA's funding by an addi- unable to deliver large paytional SI billion over five loads to space, which decreases
years. He will keep NASA's Mission Control's options in
budget to less than l percent of the event of a disaster aboard
the total national budget.
the ISS. The ability to deliver
This seems a good deal for supplies loi large-vale repairs,
the taxpayers, hut it leaves the expansion of the ISS, or
NASA to make up the sl.uk
othei lfMO! stations — such as
While replacing Hie 30-year-old Hush's proposed moon base —
shuttles is a responsible move also will be affected.
for NASA to make in the wake
A trip to the moon — not to
ot List February's Columbia dis- mention a moon base — has
aster, ihe Bush administration international ramifications that
IUXIIS to keep a realistic view of
must be addressed, especially
tile costs imolvixl.
because Bush's proposal makes
rhe original space shuttk' cost no mention of international
$6.7 billion in 1980, half of the five cooperation after the compleyear budget for the current moon tion of the ISS.
expedition According to Popular
Space exploration always
Science, NASA estimates the cost has been a field of general interof building a space shuttle national Mod will, even during
replacement would be around the I old War, Now, in our age
$35 billion, with the cost of build- of ever increasing globalism,
ing and developing the CEV cur- preceding without cooperarently unknown
tion from the I lllope.m Space
While the C BV would be a Agency, China or any other
smaller version of the space nation
MfSMrftm of technishuttle, similar to Russia's cal capability
.an be seen as
I'mgnNsC .ipsiiW-siusc'd toserv- ■i dangerous md ngiimlti
ue the ISS), it also would be step toward a IS-dominated
without the payload capacity or inner solar system.
lifespnn of the shuttle
possiChina announced, after sucbly necessitating a more shuttk cessfully sending astronauts
like replacement af some point
in the future.
\IO(),\
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"l tackled my brother,
who was on JV
football in front of his
coach."

"lgol the good geius
in the family."

Ashley Joerdens

Brittany Fernald

freshman, English
r»
^^^^

freshman,' studio art

W* W*1^

is

\ "Getting into

Ktfelyn Wyuymki/conmhutmt phMigwphtr

John Gibson

Maria Heiser

junior, marketing

treshman. accounting
freshman,

y°ur biggest accomplishment in sibling domination? J^f

Emergecy contraceptive pills continue to take
the field in a game without any real winners
Every death is a tragedy —
particularly those that involve
youth — and the passing of
Kevin Eckerman. who did not
recover from a head injury
incurred at Massanutten last
week is no exception.
A mere four days earlier, the
Board of Visitors reversed its
previous decision on the Plan B
emergency contraceptive pill.
In the most literal interpretation of "adding Insult onto
injury" committed by The
Breeze in recent memory,
Eckerman's death announcement was forced to the left of
the front page by the headline
article "Overturned," which
effectively dominated fourfifths of the page.
Eckerman, a senior, was
permitted a picture of his face
the size of an adult male's
thumb, to make room for a picture of a Plan B pack the size of
an adult male's face.
I guess you could make the
argument that he deserved il
After all, he attended a university where birth control apparently takes priority over student
tragedy. It's just the way things
need to be if you want to get into
Mother Jones Magazine.
Not only that, but he had his
accident within a week of the
board's flip-flop. Sure, the death
of the computer science major
that helped found the snowboarding club is important, but

"Being the baby
and getting away
with everything."

allege."

campus
SPOTLIGHT

Breeze Reader's View

brianGoodman
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hey, we got our ECP back
This is not the first misstep
we have taken with regard to
the ECP issue since April The
most recent decision by the
board is just another inning in
the same ballgame we've been
playing for almost a year.
Emergency contraception
is back on campus. Not that it
was ever off campus, but
now it's actually sold on campus again. Plan B is again on
Ihe list of drugs you can purchase on campus.
Whatever happens. Student
Body President Levar Stoney is
"ecstatic about |the issue] coming to an end." Be happy. Now
that Plan B is back in the
University Health Center, girls
can continue buying their
shirts at Baby Gap. This is victory, and it sure tastes sweet.
But we really didn't win.
No one truly can win this
game. Not the Board of
Visitors, not the admimMr.i
Hon, not the alumni, not the
students, not Levar Stoney, not
junior Krissy Schnebel.
In the absence of long-term
studies on the long-range effects
of Plan B, as well as a reported
correlation between Plan B use
and entopk pregnancy, student
health was not victorious either
Helen Blackwell was one of the
two board members unwilling
to roll over and play dead when
the going got tough
"I thought Ihe board should

be aware that the university
might be found liable for a student's complications at some
future time," Blackwell said
At least we know that
there .lie still some board
members perturbed at this
willingness to sacrifice the
woll.irr at students.
But the board fared worse
than most of us throughout the
whole mess By taking a strong
stand an .in issue and then
acquiescing when 2,7(10 stu
dents put their names on a piece
of paper, they effectively c.is
trated themselves.
They then put their emasculation to an official vote, which
effectively "grants authority for
all future health-related decisions pertaining to students to
the administration and its medK.II st.ill.' as board member
Meredith Clunter said.
However. Blackwell found
Ihe clMM removing the board
from "health-related decisions,"
to be particularly objectionable
"In my opinion, it is an
abandonment of our responsihilitv .is the Board of Visitors
to set the policies of the university, " she said. "I don't see
what point there is in having a
board at all if it is going to
defer critical policy decisions
10 the administration."
In other words, the board
charged into battle, found out
the other side was armed, and
ran away with their tails

between their legs. Lead on,
fearless ones.
V* students effectively cannot claim victory, either. It's one
thing to attend a school that
■dnunMera Plan B. as most
Virginia state universities do; it's
entin l\ another to tight tooth
md nail to get Ilan B administered Therefore, we at JMU now
UC (Mined further by birth control, M people naturally think
we're liaving a lot of sex. I guess
it'-, an improvement — we used
to be known for our smell.
In the scheme of things, at
ICMI

birth control leabo mort

entertaining than chlcktfl
processing. For example, there
■ a I;.! Basting •RHItd i-nline
about what Virginian college
students do when they Wata up
in the morning.
At tlii' LniversiK ct \ irgmia,
you find your physics paper
online. At Virginia Tech, vou
check your sports raiuungs and
cry about it At JMU, you roll
I \ a .md introduce yourself.
Ah, the spoils of battle We
fought long, We fought hard.
Needless to say, it's not a victory.
In the end, we got hurt, they got
hurt and Eckerman got shoved
to the sidelines. In this game, no
one could have come out the
winner, and no one did come out
the winner, with an exception for
the manufacturers of Plan B.
And, of course. Baby Gap.
Brian Coalman is an utuicilared fmhiium

MOON: Bush's plan
lacks much foresight
MOOS, fnm page 6
into space in October, that it
intends to send manned missions to the moon and Mars,
according to CNN. China is
willing to cooperate with the
United States, but rather than
cooperate with Beijing, the Bush
administration has chosen to
perceive a threat in China's
space program. Bush believes
China might use space technology to attack the United Mates
The worldview that every
technologically
advanced
nation with a different ideology
is I threat is not a view that
should be carried into outer
space in this age Rather, the
United States should seek the
help and cooperation of the
nations it will be sharing outer
space with in the years to come.
The timetable proposed in

the Renewed Spirit of Discovery
plan calls for a return to the
moon by 2020 — 16 years from
now. This is at least 11 years
alter Bush wilt leave office and
twice as long as it took NASA to
start from scratch and go to the
moon in the l%0s This lengthy
timetable, combined with insufficient funding, leaves any
blame for failure of the project
squarely off Bush's shoulders
and on those of his ilTBMOril)
Bush's plan is a whimsical
ploy designed to appeal to the scientific community without
requiring him to make any real
political or hnano.il, ommitment.
It would be wonderful for
the nation to move into a new
era of space exploration, but
nnsn s plan does not provide d
adequately for it financially, scientifically or politically.

Writing for opinion will help
writing skills, offer great experience and boast confidence
with the ladies.
Contact K8 3846 or
breezeopinion<& hotmail.com
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. Study Abroad
EXPO

2
0
0

SEE THE WORLD!

Come and learn about the
many semester, summer,
and short-term study
abroad and international
internship opportunities
available at JMU.

"Madison
Madness

Every Wednesday night starting
Wednesday Jan. 21 at 9p.m.
Featuring D.J. MixMaster Mike from N.Y.
spinning the hottest club mixes on the planet.

^ 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

$ Everyone is welcome!

INTRODUCES SOMETHING NEW FOR JMU

A PRIVATE JMU event,
you MUST have a JAC CARD^t
enter (or a JAC card esc

$ Thursday,
January 22nd

$ College Center
Ballroom

IY1AINSTREET BAR & GRILL,

The most spectacular specials ever!
This is s
[WELLNESSl
[PASSPORT]
event!

NO COVER CHARGE!
(if over 21, $5 for 18-21)
153 S. Main Street. Harrisonburg
For More Information Call

432.9963
Visit Us at Our Website
wiMiwamalnstreetrocks.com
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LEISURE

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Jan 20). Study history this year, yours and everybody else's, and come up with a brilliant scheme that takes care of all your problems. You minht want to enlist the assistance of a wise professional or two. That's not cheating.

Aries March 21 -April 19
6 - You may now find it slightly
m I Today
' tois aspeak
easier
in words the boss understands. But don't take any liberties. Be
respectful, or you'll encounter a setback.
No lipping off.

Taurus April 20-May 20

Today is a 5 - You'll feel better soon, but it
might be best to catch up on your rest. Make
yourself comfortable, and do something nice
for yourself and the whole family.

4fr:

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 6 - You'll soon notice that you
need more space to play. You need to try
out a fantasy or two But don't run off and
do it just yet.

flft:

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is an 8 -listen intently when somebody else tries to tell you how to run your
life. He or she actually has some good
ideas and might be able to help you finance
the venture.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

s

Today is a 6 - You're getting a lesson in
perseverance, whether you want to or
T^'I not. You're already past the phase where
you're tired of doing this, yet you're still
not done. Keep plugging away.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Today is an 8 - Hopefully you have your
domestic situation just about •vniared away
| You'll be so busy for the next few weeks,
.
*you won't have much time for domestic
matters. Spend a little extra money now.

Today is a 6 - You may not see any difference yet, but you're into a whole new phase.
Your curiosity will grow by leaps and
bounds, and you'll leave old worries behind.

Today is an 8 - You're about to enter a phase
^ where youll be focusing on bringing in
money. This should be easier with the selfconfidence that you've just acquired. Use it.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Today is a 6 - You should almost be able to
see the light at the end of the tunnel. No, it's
not a train coming; it's your next big chance
- to make things turn out right. Prepare.

*i

Places Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 7 - You won't be devoting quite
, as much time to your social life for a
while. You'll want to spend more time
<> alone, contemplating and making plans.
—Tribune Media Services

Solutions to Last Issue' s Puzzle
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on Earth?
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the other half.
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ACROSS
1 Mexican
money
5 The Evil One
10 Diminishes
14 Bruins' sen.
15Untethered
16 Person, place
or thing
17 Press
20 Pull behind
21 Morsel of food
22 Magna
23 Type size
24 Ridiculed
26 Recently
29 Of the kidneys
30 Warm up
31 Fable writer
32 Slippery one
35 Press
39 Fr. holy
woman
40 Caravan stops
41 Shavingcream additive
42 Happy face
43 Ancient
Central
Americans
45 Friendly
48 Hertz rival
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7
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49

81

6

"
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1

5

1

36

58

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

3

30

*J Today is an 8 - Your luck continues to
hold, but you'll soon run into pmblems.
Take advantage of this calm before the
storm by learning as much as you can.

^^i Today is an 8 - Youll soon be held account^JK) able, but th.il shouldn't worry you. You may
u-y not like the approach this person takes, but
don't lose your temper. Be cool.

?

17

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^

1

1?

13

I
■
■
34

t■
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*
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■■

|
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.
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"

49 Ancient
country on
the Aegean
50 Valhalla leader
51 Demented
54 Press
58 Owl's call
59 Type of
energy
60 Square
measure
61 Picnic
crawlers
62 Abounding in
rocks
63 Mournful wail

DOWN
Green stroke
Reverberate
Large amount
Klutz
Millstream
channel
6 Main artery
7 Carryall
8 End of a cigar
9 Society page
word
10 Necessitate
11 Get on
12 Montana city
13 Slammin'
Sammy
18 Brief death
notice
19 Predicament
23 Meat paste
24 Escritoires
25 Chemical
compound
26 Units of
resistance
27 Remarkable
deed
28 Seneca or
Huron
29 Zellweger of
"Jerry Maguire"
1
2
3
4
5

31 Theater
passage
32 Perry's creator
33 Fairness in the
workplace grp,
34 Majors and
Marvin
36 Stocky
marsupial
37 Fence piece
38 Minnesota _
42 New Orleans
team
43 Room full of
birds
44 Metallic
element
45 Greek letter
46 Accordionist
Floren
47 Dostoyevsky
novel, with
The"
48 Mad. Ave. pro
50 Christiania,
today
51 Spanish
painter Joan
52 Once again
53 Settlement
55 Sibilant letter

56 Decay
57 Rural stack

A N S

-=*r

We still have space at

The Commons, South View, & Stone Gate!

ome in and sign your lease for the 2004-2005 School Year!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday ■ Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday-Sunday
12:00-4:00
106B N Loll Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimlted.com
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One Piece at a lime
Interracial dating puzzles some
while earning acceptance with others

Story by contributing writer Sylva Florence • Photos by photo editor Kristy Nlcolich • Photo Illustration by art director Jessica Taylor
Arife
hundred years ago. relationjfJaflM^Bt ships between two people of
^B
|JF different races sparked contro^M
JSp versy and discomfort. Today,
^* JH 7
one needn't look hard to find
^* ■ evidence of an interracial dating scene. Web sites and chat rooms — such
as www.singtesites.com/lnterracialDating.htm
— are dedicated to interracial couples.
Movies like "Save the Last Dance" brought
the situation onscreen, and couples like Kobe
and Vanessa Bryant brought interracial dating into popular culture.
"When people think about interracial dating,
they always think "black guy, white girl,'" senior
Lindsey Chilcutt said. "It's not always that way."
Chilcuffs daring history shows that interracial
dating isn't always African-American and white.
Chilcutt is Caucasian and has dated Caucasians,
African-Americans and a Cambodian.

—66
When people think about interracial
dating, they always think 'black guy,
white girl'. It's not always that way.
.

- Lindsey Chilcutt

59
Sophomore Kimberly Ortiz and her boyfriend,
junior Anwar Siddiqui, who both have similarly
dark skin, said they don't stand oul as much as
other couples may.
"Black and white is obvious to look at," said
Ortiz, who is half Puerto Rican. "Since we have
the same type of complexion, I think it might

make people think ifs OK more."
Siddiqui, who is half Italian and half Persian,
said, "Interracial dating stands out more by the
color of skin than the nationality."
He said he feels the interracial scene at JMU is
"pretty sad" because it's not very diverse.
For example, according to the JMU Office
of Institutional Research, only 11 percent of
the JMU population includes minority students. Some students point to diversity at
JMU as a factor in the small number of interracial couples on campus.
"If there was more diversity, there could
maybe be more interracial dating," senior
Denlse Machonis said.
Machonis has had relationships with other
Caucasians, African-Americans, a Puerto
Rican and an Italian.
"My first boyfriend in fourth grade was
black," Machonis said. "I don't find myself really
attracted to anyone (now) but blacks and whites,
although I wouldn't exclude anyone else."
Chilcutt said, "I'm more attracted to black
guys, but I don't rule out anyone."
Chilcutt believes her family supports her in
regards to dating interradally
"My mom and dad couldn't care less," Chilcutt
said, "as long as I like him and am happy."
Siddiqui said his parents are "indifferent" to his
relationships, while Ortiz said hers are "used to it."
m a^lft m v parents dated interracially,
Afl^BflM and it was a huge issue," she
^B
I said. "They're very concerned
afl[ \ I about how it will affect me
JM^B because they had so many prob^^ ■ lems. My grandparents hated
my dad; they didn't want him to marry my
mom because he was Puerto Rican. They didn't even go to my parents' wedding."
Machonis feels her situation is different.
While she believes her family is open-minded, she also feels they are concerned about
what other people will think.

"They're not used to it," Machonis said. "I'm the
first person in my family to (date interracially)."

—66
We're brought up totally different [in
each culture]. Even not talking
about dating, we have completely
different lifestyles.
— Denise Machonis
senior

5?
In the United States, the international dating
scene is still in its toddler stages, as can be seen by
the attitude toward interracial marriages. As late as
1950, interracial marriages were banned in 30
states. The US. Supreme Court ruled in 1967 that
those bans were unenforceable, according to
wwwxnn.com. Today, there are more than 450X100
African-American-white marriages, compared
with 51 "00 in 1960, according to the Current
Population Survey, a survey of households taken
every month, according to www.bls.gov. The survey
is conducted by the Bureau of Census for the
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Sometimes interracial dating can precipitate
problems. "People would talk — especially the
e,irls." Chilcutt said. "I've gone on dates where
we get stares or I sense people talking [about
us|. 1 don't let it get to me."
Some of the girls who chose to date interracially said they have experienced WM in
one way or another.
"Someone asked about me," Machonis said,

"and the girl that lived next to me said, 'She
only dates black guys.' There are lots of generalizations (like that]."
Some of the students who have experienced
interracial dating named several factors that may
affect an individual's dating preferences.
Chilcutt believes a person's background could
influence his or her choice of romantic partners.
"My high school was so diverse," she said. "It
depends on where you're from, where you grew
up. Many people are not exposed to other races
until they get (to college]."
Ortiz said she believes dating "has a lot to do
with parents," while Siddiqui places responsibility
on "the environment a person was exposed to."
"Many variables affect [dating preferences],"
he said. "I mean, the United States is primarily
Caucasian, and it also depends on where you
live — urban or rural."
Afjap he census conducted in 2000 by
^^P^B^ the U.S. Census Bureau found
4B B7 that 77.1 percent of the entire
jfflj I BBV population of the United States
^^B»r i, i aucasian, according to
^* ■
www.census.gov/population/.
According to Machonis, mixing cultures can
be hard, but interesting.
"We're brought up totally different (in each
culture)," she said. "Even not talking about dating, we have completely different lifestyles."
Society's increased reception of racially diverse
couples might be an indicator of improving race
relations, according to Machonis.
"If no one else thought twice [about interracial
dating], I wouldn't either," Machonis said.
Chilcutt feels that acceptance of interracial dating is a step in the right direction.
In the end, interracial dating comes down to
something much simpler than prejudice, race, conflict, acceptance, diversity and public opinion.
I Mting is just about two people liking each
iHher," Chilcutt said. "It's about who they are, not
what they arc."
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5 AM - 2 AM
•
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accommodate our "night owls " (jntll Z. t\\\l\\
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HUGE (ARDIO THEATERS AND ELEVATED TRACK
THRU: HILL LINES OF EQUIPMENT
AEROBICS ALL DAY LONG!
YOGA, PILATES, KK KBOXING, CYCLING

• HUGE OLYMPIC FREE WEIGHT ROOM
• TREADMILLS, LIFE CYCLES & ELLIPTICALS
• S \IINA, JACUZZI & STEAM ROOM
• SHOWERS & LOCKER ROOM FACILITY
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ENTIRE
SEMESTER

SPECIAL
STUDENT SPECIAL!

only $119.00
with JMU ID
& no initiation fee!

NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER
381 LUCY DRIVE
LOCATED BEHIND GRAND HOME FURNISHINGS
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"... words are reflective of what we were
thinking about as a culture."

h Now in theaters

STYLE

Senior Zak Salih
critiques 2003's
finest film.

ERIN MCKEAN

senior editor for U.S. dictionaries
at Oxford University Press

THEBEST
FILMSO£

Titanic of the
times heads
for open seas
The $800 million Queen
Mary 2, the largest, tallest and
most expensive passenger
vessel ever built, set sail Jan.
12, according to a Jan. 16 edition of USA Today.
Cabin prices range from
$1,500 (for a 194-square-foot
cabin) to $27,000 per person
(for a two-story suite) for a
six-day, trans-Atlantic cruise
on the ship, depending on
room size and location in the
ship. That fare includes a oneway return airfare.
David Nevell, one of 2,500
passengers on the two-week
inaugural
sail
from
Southampton, England, to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., said, "There's
a 'wow' factor to this that hasn't been seen in a long time."

'21 Grams9 weighs in as year's best,
'Nemo9 swims for gold in timeless tale
BY ZAK SALIH

senior writer
When it comes to the cinema of
2003, the year has been — despite the
usual case of summer sequelitis — a
rousing success. So here, with little
fanfare (maybe a mild drumbeat), are
this critic's top 10 films of 2003.
These are the films that, in this critic's humble opinion, make 2003 a
banner year for movies and reaffirm
the idea that trips to the local cineplexare still worthwhile.
1. "21 Grams" — Yes, it's emotionally
devastating and not the year's most
uplifting film. But, it features three brave
performances by Sean Penn ("Mystic
River"), Naomi Warts ("The Ring") and
Benicio Del Toro ("The Hunted"), and a
narrative that remains affecting, despite
the intriguing, fractured structure.
2. "28 Days Later" — Perhaps the
summer's best film, this end-of-theworld scenario, shot in digital video,
is not so much about the flesh-eating
plague victims that hunt a band of
survivors as it is about the loss of
human communication and the
melancholic atmosphere evoked by a
deserted London.
3 "Kill Bill, Vol. 1" — Though it's
probably best to come to a decision
once the second volume is to be
released in April 2004, the first half of
Quentin Tarantino's ("Little Nicky")
return to film was a triumph of overthe-top gore — a 90-minute homage to
kung fu films and spaghetti Westerns.
4. "Lost in Translation" — A quiet,
introspective film about two loners
making a brief connection amid the
hyperkinetic bustle of Tokyo. How
refreshing to watch an honest relationship develop onscreen — a relationship
that doesn't involve sex at first sight.
5. "Cold Mountain" — The least
impressive of writer-director Anthony

Minghella's ("The Talented Mr
Kipley") three film adaptations,
this Civil War epic Stands out
for its beautiful cinematography and its ability to capture the essences of Charles
I r.i/irr's novel.
6. 'Trie Dancer Upstairs"
—
John
Malkovich's
("Knockaround Guys") directorial debut about the search
for a Latin American terrorist
is the best film you probably
haven't seen, with the ability
to go from subtle to shocking
in a matter of minutes.
7. "Finding Nemo" —
This is a hilarious film that
cements Pixar's position as
the best animated storytellers who can combine
breathtaking visuals with
the kind of touching story
that transcends age.
8. "The Human Stain"
— While at times burdened
by its own literariness,
"Stain'' is a successful film
adaptation dealing with the
havoc of political correctness and the overwhelming
burden of secrets.
9. "The Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King" —
An impressive, jaw-dropping conclusion to the fantasy trilogy. Forget the
"Matrix" trilogy and those
measly "Star Wars" prequels
— this is where it's at.
10. "House of Sand and
Fog" — Another of winter's
film adaptations, this realestate
story
quickly
descends into the darkest of hells md
becomes less a dark suburban drama
than a full-blown Greek tragedy transplanted to the California coast.

Boys luck out with'Commitment'
BY ANDREW COPLON

contributing writer
A self-proclaimed "herbal
blend of groove, style and
truth,"
Lucky
Boys
Confusion's sound is a mix
of punk, reggae and even
hip-hop with a final product
smoother than a cup of Joe.
Based out of Chicago, LBC
brings its unique style and
stellar versatility to the table
with
the
release
of
"Commitment."
Drawing heavily from
bands such as 311 and
Sublime, the five members of
LBC's diverse influences are
evident in the ska-punk style
of their music. The band will
attract listeners who enjoy
music from all genres.
Each song on "Commitment"
shows off a diffeivnt facet of
LBC's musical fortes.
"Hey Driver," the second Courtcs) of/( ( K) HOYS< ttxn \i<>\
track, is pop punk at its
finest. The lyrics proclaim an father not to blame himselt
optimistic anthem of "Take for his son's suicide, but
me to the top of the world." realize that he tried his best
A perfect combination of gui- to raise him.
tar riffs, driving drum beats
This song's style resembles
and powerful vocals make that of the Lemonheads' cover
this song the album's most of Simon and Garfunkcl's
memorable track.
'Mrs Robinson" in both its
To polish this song off even title as well as ,i resemblance in
further, an all-star cast of mem- the le,ul singer's voice
bers In 'in other bands such as
"Commitment," the title
Yellowcard and Lit provide the tr.uk .ilso responds to promichorus that is set off by the nent issues m society UK1.IV.
removal of all instruments such as the school shootings
except lead guitar.
that tragically have occurred
Teenage suicide and cop- nationwide in Jonesboro,
ing with the death of a loved Ark., Conyers, Ga. and
one are the themes alluded Columbine, Colo.
to in "Mr. Wilmington." The
Other songs such as
singer urges a young man's "Broken" and "Beware"

cd ueviEw

Obnoxious'
TV
innundates helpless viewing public

OmnenofLATWPCOM

Naooml Watts stars as grieving mother Crtstlna Pack In
"21 Grams." The film, which was released Nov. 23, 2003,
already has grossed over $1 million.

When couch potatoes didn't think the situation could
get more interesting, FOX and
FX feed new twists and turns
with the introduction of two
new reality shows.
FOX brings "The Baclwlor"
and "Who Wants to Marry a
Multi -Millionaire" to their knees
with the newest television-dating search engine — "My Big
Fat Obnoxious Fiance."
The six-episode series,
which premiered last night, is
a double joke where the bride,
Randi, is trying to win $1 million by convincing her family
her engagement to the lewd,
lazy man, Steven, she brings
home is true love.
"Todd
TV" premieres
tomorrow night on FX, where
30-year-old California waiter
Todd Santos rums his life over
to the world. Every life decision he makes over the sevenweek series, including who he
should live with and date, are
controlled by the viewers via
text message and phone.
— compiled by Kyra Papafil

obia
zhuzhi

f?r3BE

METROSEX

Jargon marks moments
sing of lost loves and the
motivation to go on with
life. The melodic lyrics of
"Beware" haunt the listener.
"Beware, I swear, 1 will be
w.iiting there."
To add to the distinct flavor of "Commitment," Half
Pint provides guest vocals
on "Sunday Afternoon,"
shifting the sound of the
song from rock 'n' roll to
hip-hop. Once again, this
tr.uk excellently demonstrates the original fashion
and versatility of LBC.
As
the
last
track,
"Medicine and Gasoline,"
states with just as much
energy as the earlier aongl
the enthusiasm of this
release is umtagious '
With the set-off sing -along
choruses of a pop band, the
catchy drum beats oi ,i
iiist.int hit, md a repertoire
of funky twists and surprise
Lucky
Boys Confusion's
"Commitment" is an album
not to be missed.
To hear more music byLucky Boys Confusion, listen
tO 88.7 WXJM or find the
album at Plan ° Records.

From Bennifer to zhuzing, words of 2003
define times, reflect current culture
BY ALFRED Lt BRANO
Knight Ridder Newspapers

Strange new words came out
of our mouths in 2003:
hVnniter
Embedded.
Spider hole
SARS.
Every year boasts its own
vocabulary — a unique set of
words and phrases that suddenly become culturally relevant. Not all the words are necessarily new. But, they possess
a fresh importance, given current events.
"Language is .i nice way to
remember things," said Erin
McKean. senior editor for U.S.
dictionaries
at
Oxford
University Press in New York.
In a less-than-scientific
roundup of the au couranl verbiage this year, a few points are
noticeable. For example, we've
allowed mom than a bit of military speak to infiltrate the language, given our nation's
adventures in the Middle East

The khaki-and-camouflage
set injected the practically
poetic phrase spider hole Into
the lexicon. It refers, of course,
to the dusty, subterranean
refuge where a bushy Saddam
Hussein was discovered by
U.S. troops last month. The
media eagerly appropriated
the phrase, unusually descriptive as military terms go.
Then there is the word
hajjis, a slang term U.S. soldiers use for Iraqis (sometimes, specifically the local
insurgents). It comes, said linguist Wayne Glowka, from the
Arabic word hajj, which is a
pilgrimage to Mecca.
Cilowka, who is chairman
of the New Words Committee
for the American Dialect
Society added that the war
has offered our mother tongue
what may well turn out to be
the society's word of the year
— the noun embed, which
refers to a reporter who
became part of a military unit
to i over the invasion of Iraq.

It now also describes a
reporter covering a political
campaign, Glowka said.
Giving embed a race for
lexicological glory this year
is SARS, which is not a word,
really, but an acronym for
severe acute respiratory syndrome. Glowka admitted
that SARS may be fizzling,
relevance-wise, but it certainly captured our attention
earlier this year.
"January 2003 seems so
dim now, but seeing the
word SARS brings it into
clearer focus," McKean said.
"And words are reflective of
what we were thinking about
as a culture."
A year ago, conveying our
2002 preoccupation, the dialect
society voted the still-elusive
weapons of mass destruction
,is words oi the vear. Runnersup included the high-tech term
blog (Web log, or Internet journal), the newly minted verb
see UNGO. page 12
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A man's guide to judging a woman by her handbag
Every fashion-savvy person what a handbag says about a
such as myself has ,111 obses- woman can make an opening
sion. For Curie Bradshaiv, line that much easier Read on for
Sarah Jessica Parker s character what I believe to be the world's
on "Sex and the City." it is most expert advice about my
shoes. For socialite Paris Hilton. most prized possessions.
111-skimpy dresses from YSL —
I believe every person, no,
that's Yves Saint Laurent for matter how tiny the fashion
those unproficient in fashion instinct, can find her niche in the
speak. For me, it is handbags.
handbag universe. Sometimes
Handbags an* status-makers finding the right bag for you is
that announce your presence all about form and function.
before the rest of your body Although I have broken this
even enters a nx>m Thev are rule more than I'd like to admit,
like jelly beans — sweet, small a woman only needs a minimal
and come in a variety of shapes four handbags, each to serve a
and color- I v,i since I laid eyes specific purpose.
on my first, delicious zuchinoFirst, one must have the
pnnt Fendi. 1 have become a sporty handbag that can fulfill
self-proclaimed expert. 1 can a multiple number of purposspot a fake Itiuis Vuitton faster es. This is the handbag that can
than you can say cop-out.
be tossed in a gym locker and
Now, before the gentlemen toted around through rain or
decide that this is a "chicks only" shine. It is an inexpensive bag
article, realize that recognizing that can take daily wear and

LINGO: Events of 2003
immortalize weird slang
UNGO, from page U
Google (to rummage through
the VVfcb using the search engine
Googb.com); Amber alert (public
umounosmnl of a missing
child); and the fancifully coined
Iraqnophobia.
By way of comparison, in
2001, the word of the vear was a
somber, suitable number 9-11.
Year 2000 gave us chad; in 1999
it was Y2JC and 1998 il was simply the letter e-. as in e-mail.
Words blossomed bM vc.ir
outside the official purview of
the dialect society, of course.
The popular TV program
"Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy" spawned a few interesting
terms, such as zhuzhing, which
means adjusting one's appearance — hair, clothes, etcetera.
Then there is product, which
we used to call goop or styling gel
for the hair. And, in the great
American tradition of making
verbs out of adjectives and nouns,
queer eyeing someone now
means assessing a person's dress
and overall look. In a New Yorker
cartoon last year, a gay man refuses to queer eye a straight man.
While we're talking about
appearances, the word merrosexual is thought to have premiered
in 2003, according to McKean. It
refers to a heterosexual urban
guy who is preoccupied with
money, clothes and style.
The world of hip-hop fashion brought us fresh to death,
which refers to clothing that is
so hot it'll be that way until the
weaaT is dead and buried.
Rap stir Snoop Dogg started
attaching the playful suffix -izzle
to words before 2003, but last
ye.ir we saw wider use of terms
like televizzle and wait a minizzle. And 2002's ubiquitous hiphop term bling bling. or fl.ishv
jewelry, has been clipped simply to bling. Similarly, the
United Kingdom slang word
brilliant, signifying something
gmt is now brill.
Other words and phrases
that crept into the lexicon in
2003 included power grid,
whidi genenBy was uttered
through ckTiched teeth in exasperation. It's what failed so
much of the Northeast in the
great August blackout.
Timi'i grid is wry chad,'"

r

6 6Power grid is very
'chad.'It's been around
since the 1940s, but
wait until it goes wrong.

tear and is easily replaceable.
The owner of the sporty bag is
most likely an athletic girl who
can hang with the guys.
Second is the small, thnilll
handbag reserved for proms,
weddings and any other formal occasions. They are usually made of satin and should be
small and light, for they are
meant only for carrying the

BY PHUONG LY

Lunar New Year is all
about the food. AsianAmericans may forget to
wear red for luck or might
not make it to a lion dance,
but the holiday's fare — delicious but labor-intensive
food that often takes an
entire crew to prepare —
never is compromised.
Each East Asian culture
marks this celebration of familv Irands and feasting with
its own New Year's dish. For
the Chinese, it's crescentshaped dumplings that resemble ancient coins. Koreans eat
a soup with rice cakes, round
for the rising sun.
And, for the Vietnamese
such as myself, it's deep-fried
spring rolls stuffed with pork,
crabmcat, dried mushrooms
and matchstick carrots. Some
say the rolls resemble gold bars
— the more you cat, the greater
your fortune for the new year.
As my friends gather
Wednesday night to welcome

— Erin McKean

McKean said. "It's been around
since the 1940s, but wait until it
goes wrong."
In the world of high-tech,
we communicated our great
reliance on staying in touch by
morphing the device known as
a Blackberry (a wireless e-mail
pager) into a CrackBerry — that
is, an apparatus so addictive
that everyone has to have it,
said Jeffrey O'Brien, senior editor at Wind magazine.
And, O'Brien added, while
the verb google is so very 2002,
the past year gave us google
washing (when Google folk
update their links), which
inspires the google dance (when
people listed on Google lobby to
become listed higher on a page
of the search engine's results).
One hopes we've seen the
last of flash mobs, which
were pointless gatherings of
people summoned by likeminded geeks on the Internet
And, one suspects, we can
march happily into 2004 without the 2003 beast known is
Bennifer — the ubiquitous
couple also known as Ben
Affleck and Jennifer Lopez.
But will we see a spawning of
more tadpoles, boy-toy types
like Ashton Kutcher who
canoodle with near-mom-aged
women such as Demi Moore?
In a nod to the new carbohydrate-free eating regimens, the
phrase "hold the bread" gained
currency in 2003. As a result,
sandwiches suffered, and bakers lost business.
Whether or not you used these
words, they remain useful guides
to what we were saving and
thinking way back when in 2003.
"Give words their due as cultural objects," McKean Mid
"It's good to remember the

maker, which represents all thai
is wonderful about handbags —
refined fashion. The few women
who own this bag embody what
it means to be high maintenance. However, men must
learn that high maintenance
means high quality.
Now, go bravely into ih,
handbag-laden world and
enjoy all the amazing colors,
prints, shapes and sizes that
this place of heaven has to
offer you. As for the gentlemen, remember that my guesses about women based on
handbags are only generalizations. Therefore, never rely
completely on a handbag
when sizing up a woman.
Stay tuned for the ne>i
installment of the Fashion Boss,
where The Breeze's annual make
over contestants will be revealed
with their new looks.

East Asians wrap New Year's food,
friendships in timeless traditions
The Washington Post

Oxford I mversilv Press

bare essentials such as kc\ -. i
cell phone and lip gloss. This
prissy bag indicates a woman
on her way to a fun event who
probably enjoys attending parties and being social.
Third is the most popular
and most versatile bag — the
shopping purse. This purse is
similar to the sporty bag, for it
serves many purposes, bul is

more expensive. The shopping
purse is nice enough to be carried to work for it is roomy and
holds all the ridiculous things
women insist on carrying.
This bag also can be dressed
up and taken out for a night on
the town and is durable enough
to sustain a few stains. It is
owned by all women of all
types, yet indicates down-toearth women who still like style.
My favorite bag is the final
purse you will learn about
today — the ultimate splurge
handbag. This is the bag you
spent way too much on no matter how long your boyfriend or
parents lectured you. In fact, it
is so expensive, you never carry
it except when the weather conditions arc pristine, and there is
zero risk of a partygoer spilling
Red Bull on it.
This is your beloved status-

the Year of the Monkey, we'll
share the task of making the
rolls. Part of the fun is cooking together. It's a closeness
thing — you like someone,
you trust them to wrap a
spring roll. So we'll chop,
mix, wrap and fry, staving off
hunger with dried fruit,
sweetened coconut shreds
and other traditional New
Year's snacks.
The spring rolls can be a
meal in themselves, but we'll
serve other delights such as
roast pork stew, sticky rice
cakes and noodles. Gluttony
is expected, after all. A full
table means prosperity for the
coming year.
My friends and I do stray
from the norm when it
comes to a couple of things.
The drink of choice is French
wine, not Asian beer, and
near midnight, we do a Dick
Clark-inspired countdown.
But, we always cap the
evening with an ancient tradition — gambling. It's such
a big custom that Lunar
New Year is one of the

CaunayBtlAmi'lim
Some say the New Year's spring rolls that the Vietnamese
assemble with Mends and family resemble gold bars. The
more one eats, the greater one's fortune for the new year,

busiest holidays in Las
Vegas, where casinos are
decorated with Chinese
symbols for good luck.
At our gaming table,
only quarters are slapped
down for bets in blackjack
and poker, though for all
the trash-talking, you'd
think entire bank accounts

were at stake.
It's not clear why gambling is a New Year's tradition, but some credit the
food. What better way to
test the luck of our snacks
than with a card game? So
keep the spring rolls nearby
and bet that the new year
will bring good fortune

Attention style writers:
Please attend a style staff meeting
this Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
in The Breeze office in the basement
of Anthony-Seeger Hall
to get story assignments for February.

MACONDO'S
CARIBBEAN RESTAURANT
43 Undo Lone, next To Lowe's

540-432-0851

higher LSAT & MCAT
scores guaranteed

Tuesday Night = Student Night present student ID and receive *50% off your

or your money back

'does not include spi

Homemade Caribbean Cuisine
with a Touch of Spain!

Attend all required classes or mak&up sessions, complete all
scheduled tests, and do your homework. If your score doesn't

CLOSED MONDAY

improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official
test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition" |f» that simple.

Specializing in Traditional Thai Massage Therapies

What are you waiting for?
Classes for the MCAT and LSAT are being held here
on campus at JMU call now to reserve your seat!!

•HW-i ^y^. ~W\..,.,.

60 MINS $35
90 MINS $55
(regular outcall tales, inrall available)

Office Hours By Appointment Only

(540) 246-1865

m

wWw.truefecKlymassagl
iiassage.com|

KAPLAN
1

'To M MCM lor Oin oil*, you mutl M
•nroawl in Kaplan s full claaaroom, tutoring,
or onUna couraaa. In addmon. you mual
praaant a copy ot your official acora reporl
and your couraa matanala within 00 days

Teat Prep and Admissions

1-800-KAP TEST
kaptest.com
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■ Matthews inks contract
Football coach Mickey
Matthews signed a three-year
contract extension Dec. 8, 2003.
see etery aelew

Charlie's oldest hustle

Several players stepping up game midway through season
Dubw WILSON
senior writer

Before the Dukes even
played a regular MMM
game. Coach Kenny Brooks
said he contemplated throwing in the towel.
"At the beginning of tlie season,
I
was
borderline
depressed," i
Mondaj
Brook
reca I led . I
|ML
"Balls were I
53
going all over
the gym, and
Norfolk
I was think- I
ing, 'Are we I
going to be
able to do I
anything right?'"
Of course. Brooks never
really planned on quitting,
but he wondered how and
when the team finally
would gel together.
WithJMU midway through
its season, the Dukes (7-9,2-3 in
the conference) an? playing as a
team and have put a string of
solid games together.
"Everyone has stepped it
up and hit their stride," Brooks
said. "You look at our team
early — we had never played
with each other. It was | team
trying to learn each other, and
we had to do that onstage. We
didn't have the luxury of having (some of the younger players] playing behind someone
where they could start learning. We just had to throw them
all together.
"W were trying to find our
groove and find our niche, and I
think we are starting to do that
now," he added
JMU is coming off a 53-51
win against Norfolk State
Universitv last night. The Dukes
had won two straight before losing to the College of William &
Mary, 71-68, Sunday.
The Dukes' success has been
a result of not just one person
stepping up, but a collective
effort In MVCnl players,
according to Brooks.
Red-shirt junior guard Mary
Beth Culbertson has been one of
the players who has stepped up
her game, wpuriiH) in the
absence of red-shirt senior
guard |ody LiRosc. who has
missed the last five guom
because of injury.

DREW WILSON1,,.,,..i ;.,„-,.., ,,./„,
Sophomore canter Denae Dobbins makes a layup during last Thursday night's game against
George Mason University. Dobbins had a career-high 12 points against the Patriots.

"It was just an opportune
time when she stepped up her
game," Bnx>ks said. "She has
gotten her confidence back and
h.is done a tremendous job for
us as of late."
Culbertson is averaging 14
points a game over the last
four games she has played
(she didn't play against

Norfolk State lasl night) and
earned a starting job after a
breakout performance against
Old Dominion University Jan.
**, in which she scored a careerhigh 20 points.
However, Brooks said that
Culbertson has been helping the
team all season.
"Mary Beth is just now

becoming noticeable lo |the
fans] because she has started to
score points," he said. "But,
she's been playing well for us all
year long just doing some of the
little things. At the beginning of
the year, she did a tremendous
job with her assist-turnover
see DUKES, page 14

FOOTBALL

BY CALEB HANNAN

contributing writer
Pete Rose has just
penned a brand new book
with ghostwriter Rick Hill
entitled "My Prison Without
BUB." The media frenzy surrounding the release has
been astounding. What is
not as astounding is the revelation that is the book's
main selling point — Pete
Rose finally has admitted to
the world that he bet on
baseball while he managed
the Cincinnati Reds.
As fate would have it, 14
years ago, Pete Rose wrote
another book (this time
with ghostwriter Roger
Kahn) entitled "My Story."
In "My Story," Rose vehemently denied ever betting
on baseball and said the
investigation against him
was based on hearsay.
For years. Rose maintained his innocence in the
face of journalists, televWon
cameras and friends. I guess
it was part of Rose's sentence in "Prison" that he
was forced to retell the same
lie thousands of times.
Now Rose is extending his
hand to baseball and he's
waiting for a shake. Let
bygones be bygones. Surely, if
Rose wants to mend his
ways, he would be apologetic
in his book. Think again.
Here is an excerpt that
highlights Rose's feelings
toward his past improprieties
against the game of baseball:
"I'm sure that I'm supposed
to act all sorry or sad or guilty
now thai I've accepted that
I've done something wrong.
But you see, I'm just not built
that way. So let's leave it like
this: I'm sorry it happened
and I'm sorry for all the people, fans and family it hurt.
Let's move on."
Apparently, the rest of
society has the capacity for
contrition, but poor old Rose
just wasn't "built that way." It
has been pointed out numerous times that Rose uses the
word "it" rather than "I"
twice when talking about his
gambling and the subsequent
investigation that forced him
out of baseball.
Only someone with an
enormous ego could so effectively distance himself from
the responsibility of a situation

he caused. Considering that
Rose has had 14 years to make
this apology, it shouldn't be
surprising that he no longer
feeb sad or guilty. Chances are
Rose never felt that way
To understand why
Rose is confessing his sins
now, you have to understand his primary motivations for exposing himself
— money and legacy.
"Prison" already.has created so much buzz it almost
certainly is going to bring in
millions for Rose. It may be
that Rose needs this money
badly, considering his gambling left him in some serious financial peril.

Apparently, the rest
of society has the
capacity for
contrition, but poor
old Rose "wasn't
built that way."
Rose's apology is the
main platform for his campaign to get into the Hall of
Fame. In fact, any choreographed action that Rose
has performed in the past
dozen years, such as the
release of this book, has
been an attempt to get back
into baseball and into the
Hall of fame.
Unfortunately (or fortunately). Rose has a limited
timetable with which to
work. Assuming he gets
reinstated by trie commissioner. Rose has until 2005 to
be elected into the Hall by
the baseball writers.
After 2005, Rose's fate is in
the hands of the Veterans
Committee. According lo
popular belief, Rose stands
almost no chance to get in
with the Veterans, so he's
making his stand here and
now with two years left to get
in and with sand falling
quickly down the hourglass.
Those who are compassionate to Rose's sobstory
point out that there are
numemus cretins and lowlifes
see ROSE, page 14

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Coach Matthews stays put,
agrees to 3-year extension
JMU loses defensive coordinator, special teams coach

Freeman emerges as leader
Junior scores 18, leads squad to first CAA victory
BY BKAD RICHARDS

sports editor

not only our recruiting class, but also the
returning players to have confidence in
this school and this program."
LeZotte had nothing but praise for his
coach, citing youth, inexperience and
injuries as the team's significant reasons
for past seasons' struggles.
"Making the transition from high school
to college isn't easy, and a lot of players
have had to play their freshman years without being ready," LeZotte said. "I think
with the experience we have returning on
oil. use that our production will be dramatically increased next season."

JMU defeated Towson University, 57-55,
Saturday at the Convocation Center to eam
its first Colonial Athletii Association victory in six tries this season.
The Dukes improved to 4-10 overall
while the Tigers dropped to 5-9 overall
"Finally," coach Sherman Dillard said,
following the win. "Obviously, this has
been a tough stretch for us. We knew we
had to find a way to get a |win|.
Sometimes all it takes is
just getting the taste of
— It gives you
Saturday victory
that spark you need to
st.irl ,i fire."
low son
After dropping nine
Of its previous 10 games,
the Dukes edged out
I Towson with the help nl
junior guard Daniel
I Freeman's game-high 18
points.
"Being the only junior on the team
and having so many freshmen that contribute significantly to our team. I feel
like I can be not only a leader as far as
being more iggimlvi ,., but I feel 1 can
be .i vocal le.nlcr as well," Freeman said.
From the start of the first half, things
weren't looking good for the Dukes, as
they trailed the Tigers 15-7 with under 12
minutes to play in the half.
Despite not getting its first field goal
until the 15:03 mark of the first half,
JMU found a way and rallied behind
Freeman, its rising leader.
Its ^.imes like this that Daniel [Freeman,]
I think, dots his best work," Dillard said "I
am not sure that we were as fluid as we

set COACH, page 14

see JMU, page 14

INI i
auitlaU spurts editor
BY WM HI

Entering his final season under contract this p.isi season, coach Mickey
Matthews endured an injury plagued season with a young squad, arriving at a
final 6-6 record. His reward — a three
year contract extension.
Citing improvement being made from
season to season. Athletic Director Jeff
Bourne offered Matthews an opportunity
to continue lo build the program through
the 2006 season However, the university
did not elect lo raise Matthews' salary, as
the coach will continue to make approximately $124,700 per season.
With the stability of their coach's job
status no longer in limbo, the Dukes mm
can focus on winter workouts and spring
practice red shirt Irishman running back
Alvin Banks said.
"I'm glad Hut all the talk about Coach's
|coach Matthews] contract is over so we can
concentrate on the season ahead of us," Banks
said. "The irff MitOII should run smooth
because .til Ihe hype over the contract is over."
Another positive attribute resulting from
Matthews' extension is Ihe impact on
recruiting. Heading down the final (batch
until the official NCAA signing day in the
first week of February, JMU has retained its
coach for jusl shv ot ,i lull recruiting cycle.
"With |t ouch Matthews| returning, I
think it will allow us to have a more stable
recruiting off-season," red-shirt junior
quarterback Matt LeZotte said "One of
the main things recruits want to hear
when moving on to Ihe college level is that
the coach plans on being here for a while.
I think with this reassurance, it will help

KENNY BROOKS

women's basketball coach

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Dukes hitting their stride
BY

I THE BREEZE 113

"Everyone has stepped it up
and hit their stride ... We are
trying to find our groove ..."

SPORTS

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-

20, 2004

(**> mmriv oflMV PHOTtXIRAPHY
Coach Mickey Matthews has compiled a
career record of 27-31 during Ms five-year
tenure at the helm of the Dukes' program.

Junior guard Daniel Freeman spots up behind
the arc for a three-pointer during Saturday'*
CAA game against Towson. JMU won S7-58.
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JMU: Tigers fall short
JMU, from page 13

••hould be offensively, but he
was the one guy out there th.it
was able to make plays.
"I think all teams that have
any success have players like
that," Dillard added. "And I
thought tonight [Freeman) was
that guy for us."
Freeman scored a lay-up
for JMU's first basket of the
night. The Dukes then continued to attack the Towson
defense and chipped away at
the lead until it finally took
their first lead of the game, 2625, with 2:31 left in the half.
(MUled 33-32 at halftime.
"We came into the locker
room energetic," red-shirt
sophomore forward David
Cooper said. "We came in
positive ... We had a feeling
in the locker room that if
we kept playing hard, the
same way we played in the
first half, we could pull
this game out."
Despite having only one
scorer (Freeman) in double
figures, JMU managed to get

enough of a balanced attack in
the second half to keep the
game close.
Freeman and four other
players scored in the second
half for the Dukes, including a
strong performance by Cooper
and freshman center Eddie
Greene -Long.
Trailing by 6 points four
minutes into the second half,
)MU turned things around to
go up 5 points with 5:22
remaining The Dukes
received some help from
Towson as the Tigers missed
seven of 11 free throws in the
second half.
Three of those misses came
in the final minutes of the
game, when Towson had
opportunities either to tie or cut
into the Dukes' lead.
Pending a last second shot
attempt by Towson to win or tie
the game at 57 with eight seconds left. Freeman connected
on the game-winning free
throws at the 1:48 mark.
The young (MU team has
struggled early in the year, but

GYMNASTICS

Freeman hopes that the win
Saturday will create a snowball
effect and things will start to
fall into place for the Dukes.
A crowd of 5,131 turned
out for the first conference
win of the season, and Dillard
said he was grateful for the
fan support for this game and
these past weeks.
"Our fan support has been
terrific throughout this,"
Dillard said. "I can't thank
them enough for hanging in
there with us. To have the
crowd we had tonight — I
think it speaks volumes
about the kind of people we
have in this community and
our student body.
'That makes me feel good
about where we are at at this
moment," Dillard said. "It certainly helps our players. The
only way we can repay [the
fans) in our community is to get
on a roll and start to turn this
thing around."
JMU will play Hofstra
University Wednesday at the
Convocation Center at 7 p.m.

—MEN'S SWIMMING—

Panthers earn
win over JMU

Wolf pack drop
Dukes, 134-102

The women's gymnastics team finished
third at a rri-meet at the University of
1'itlshurgh Friday.
The Panthers hosted the meet and won
with a score of 194.300. North Carolina
State University finished in second place
with a score of 193.850, while JMU finished
with 185.450 points.
Senior Hrin Fitzgerald was fourth in the allUOund with a score of 38.035, and senior
Nicole DiFilippo placed fifth in the parallel
bars with a mark of 9.675The men's gymnastics team placed fourth
at the Navy Open Saturday with a score of
190.800. The team score bettered the squad's
2<» )2-'03 season-high score of 189.300.
Junior Jeremy Etzkorn led JMU on the
floor and finished second overall with a
score of 8.650. The Naval Academy won the
meet with a score of 200.15.

JMU lost to the Wolfpack of North Carolina
State University Sunday on a day when the
Dukes were honoring their seven seniors.
The Atlantic Coast Conference school was
coached by former JMU men's swim coach
Brooks Teal.
Seniors Aaron Nester and Geoff Meyer both
won an event in the meet for the last time in
front of a home crowd. Meyer took first place
in the 100-yard freestyle, while Nester was the
first to finish in the 200-yard breaststroke.
Along with Nester and Meyer, seniors Mark
I Vprw Jeff Hicks, Mike Nicholas, Dan Rotach
and Bobby Smith all were honored at Savage
Natatorium for their four years on the team.
All the seniors honored Sunday were
members of the 2001 Colonial Athletic
Association Championship team. JMU will
take on George Mason University Friday in
Fairfax at 2 p.m.

—from staff reports

—from staff reports

DUKES: Youth finding groove
DUKES, from page tS

ratio at a time when we were
really turning the ball over."
CulberUon
said
the
ODU game helped build
her confidence.
"I had been struggling
with my shot," she said.
"Defensively, I had been
playing all right. But offensively, I just needed a tittle
boost. Playing that game
(tally helped me get into
stnde for other games."
Another player who had
a breakout game was sophomore center Denae Dobbins,
who scored a career-high 12
points off the bench against
(.inrge Mason University
last Thursday.
Dobbins missed the entire
preseason with stress fractures
in her leg, and only was
cleared medically to play two
days before the season opener.
Brooks said that the setback
was unfortunate because he
could tell Dobbins had
improved since last season.
Brooks said he and
Dobbins had a talk in early
December after she was frus-

trated with her production
and her playing time a few
games into the season.
"We sat down and talked,
and I told her 'You're not going
to be in playing shape until
midseason,'" Brooks said. "I
told her she had to just keep
working hard until she hit that
point I think she is starting to
hit that point.
"We took her slow, and as a
result, it's worked," Brooks
added. "Now she's starting to
hit her stride during the most
important part of the season."
Dobbins said, "I've been
feeling good and I've been
practicing well for a couple of
weeks. So 1 guess it came
together that game."
Perhaps one of the main reasons that the Dukes have started hitting their midseason
stride is the more consistent
play of freshman point guard
Andrea Benvenuto. She had a
career-high
nine
assists
ag.iinst VV&M Sunday.
"She's becoming more
comfortable with this level
and style of play, which is different from Canada," Brooks

said. "The more and more she
gets comfortable, the better
off she will be because it
allows us to move [freshman
forward] Lesley Dickinson to
her natural position."
Brooks said Benvenuto
has handled the transition
nicely. "She's been up and
down, but I think she has
progressed," he said.
Benvenuto said, "Coach
Brooks has helped me to be
more confidence with the basketball when people are pressuring me. I mink I felt more
confident [last Thursday), and
that allowed me to play one of
my better games."
Culbertson, Dobbins and
Benvenuto are just a few examples of players achieving the
team's goal of getting better
day by day. Brooks said.
"As long as we continue to
progress like this, we are going
to get better and have good
results, and I think the future
will be really bright," he said
The Dukes travel to face the
University of North CarolinaWilmington Thursday. The
Seahawks are 6-9 overall.

A

^TUESDAYS
""■—■r Every Tuesday RT's Features a sandwich
For $2 all day
This Week's $2 sandwich is:

Vinegar-Based BBQ Chicken Sandwich
120 University Blvd.
(Across Irom IHOP)
Open 11-8
Monday - Saturday
Dine In or Carry Out

Now Open Sundays, 12-4

(540) 438-0080

DAVID SWANSON/7V Philadelphia Inquirer

Former baseball player and manager Pete Rose recently admitted to betting on baseball. Rose hopes
one day to be Inducted Into the basebal Hai of Fame despite breaking besebaTs gotden rule.

ROSE: Comes clean
ROSE, from page 1$

already in the Hall.
True as this might be, there is
one underlying theme in this
controversy Rose bn>ke baseball's golden rule — Rule 21
under the Major League
Baseball Player's Association
contract: "Any player, umpire
or club or league official or
employee who shall bet any
sum whatsoever upon any baseball games in connection with
which the bettor has a duty to
perform shall be declared permanently ineligible."
Rose spent nearly 30 years
in clubhouses, each one of them
with their own copy of Rule 21
hanging in plain sight for players, managers and umpires to
see. If Rose is allowed into the
Hall, it is in clear violation of a
standard set forth by baseball.

It's also an acknowledgement
of Rose's status as the all-time
hits leaders and the leverage
that gives him.
Tr\is would not be an argument if Rose wasn't a great player and a hero to many; there
would be no cameras to cover
the story of a 14-year journeyman trying to work his way
back into baseball's good graces.
Before we let the situation
rest, think about the following
two items: During the investigation in 1989. betting sheets were
found in the Reds' clubhouse
The handwriting on those
sheets have been matched to
Rose's by FBI handwriting
experts. Rose's former bookie
has told anyone who will listen
that Pete often called him from
the clubhouse to bet on baseball.
Rose also says that while he

bet on Cincinnati Red's games,
he never bet against the Reds.
Given Rose's admitted status as
a compulsive gambler, how
plausible is it that he would pass
up all the insider information
.uailable to him as a manager
when it gave him an unprecedented edge in betting?
To this day and within the
covers of his new book, Rose
continues to deny that he ever
bet in the clubhouse or against
his own team. The more I hear
from him, the more Rose
reminds me of someone trying
to sell me the truth as he sees it.
\\<\ slowly filtered out what
he's ready to admit when it is
profitable for him. 1 just can't
wait for the day 14 years from
now when Rose's next book
comes out. Maybe I can help
him write it.

COACH: Matthews' team
seeks A-10 championship
COACH, from page M

With expectations high following Matthews' extension
and the youth of his team.
Banks said the Dukes' goals are
pretty simple
"The goal for next season is
to continue to improve and get
better as a team," Banks said.
LeZotte, a captain last season and the leader of the offensive unit, has very distinct
gOflJl lor 2004.
"Anything less than a conference championship would be a
disappointment to not only me,
but all of the other players on our
team," leZotte said. "I think that
we need to just take it a step at a

tinM' and use this off-season to
make progress toward becoming
that championship team."
Two large questions still
loom in the near future for the
Dukes. First. Matthews needs
to replace Dick Hopkins,
defensive coordinator/defensive backs coach who left the
team in December. Hopkins
has spent all five years under
Matthews' tenure at JMU and
told the team he decided to
leave to pursue other personal
and coaching endeavors.
Matthews also needs to
replace Amos Jones, last years
special
teams/tight ends
coach. After one season with

the Dukes, (ones has taken an
iNllhml
position
with
Mississippi State University.
(ones' departure from the
program also has created
speculation that current offensive coordinator Eddie Davis
will return to his post of last
season as special teams coach,
thus opening up the job of
offensive coordinator.
According to Bourne, all perI decisions are made solely by Matthews and with 100
percent of his support.
When contacted, Matthews
was repeatedly unavailable for
comment regarding his contract extension.
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CLASSIFIEDS
WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
2004-2008
4 bedrooms, great iocetion
Ck>M (0 tMU. convenient to
storm, rMtsuranta. ttc. Meny
extras. MUST SEE! 1245 oei
bedroom, call for more
information. 4338423

starts fl/1/04. basement. W/D.
280 rVest Wolfe. Call 8280484.
1189 Harrises 3 4 bedroom.
W/D. G/D. D/W. watting oHtsncs.
SI.000. lease 6/1/04. Call

WES PORT VILLAGE
HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH
WEST MARKET STREET
HIGH STREET
SOI TH MAIN STREET

omxm

5 b*#ra I to MM
• 3 baths,
W/D. G/D. D/W. A/C. furnished.
S1250 Leaaa 8/1/04. walking
distance. Call 8280464.

1-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom
apartments
I lit rushed A Unfurnished

4 ■■striaat TIWM.II 1 Ciiigi
Station Furnished, W/D, G/D,
D/W. S900. owed- local, least
starts 8/1/04 Call 828-0464.
a Melroaa AM'tasaM
starts 8/1/04. S450.

2-7 Bedroom houses
ALL WALKING

Lease

Large rooms.
1 mile from campus, 3 baths, 2
kitchens. Lease starts 8/1/04.
$25CO/month

DISTANCE TO JMU!
NO BUS RIDE!
Kline-Rlner Rentals
438-8800

Victorian House 4 bedrooms.
1 1/2 baths, hardwood floora.
laundry, AC, parking. DSL. 65
South Brook Street, tune lease
1260/month. Call 2344683
Large Taw aha was - 3 bedrooms,
2 1/2 baths, large deck, basement.
short walk to campus $250 each,
available m August. Can 433-2221
130S Daven Line
Large 3
Or/1 bath townhouse within 1 mile
of JMU on bus line. Appliances
include range, fridge, disposal,
dishwasher, washer/dry*'- central
h/a. Yard maintenance/snow
removal Included. No smokers.
Serious students only. Available
August/04. *700/month. For
deta'is/eppointment call Ursula at
5404210700
or
email
jatani ado0yahoo.com
Hunter's RMg* - Large 2br/2 bath
suite available August 04. Fully
turniahed. Appliances include
refrigerator.
washer/dryer,
dishwasher, disposal, microwave.
rang*. Bedrooms wired for
ethernet Located in quiet area
back of comple* 1640/mo For
details or appointment call Ursula
■t 540*4219700 or email
jewnf edo*yar»oo. com

For Ront • Walk to campus, across
Main Street at Music Building and
Duke Apartment for 4 roommates.
2004 2005 10 West Grace Street
Contact Hurl. 57*3057.

160 W. Water St
4 large
bedrooms, large yard. W/D.
Si. 140, lease starts 6/1/04 Call
82*0464
Nags Head - Student Summer
Rentals, seabreefereaity.com for
pictures. 1252 2556328.
2 Bedroom Heeee • W/D. A/C.
walking distance. S600, lease
starts 7/1/04 Call 828-0464.
•Ill To tsars Apartaieat •"
walking distance of campus, spring
semester. 10 West Grace Street.
Contact
Hurl.
574-3057.
I Ap.it*
Good location, close, available
now. S370. Call 4331569.
4 ajsdwini Haaee - Bath, lenoed In
front yard. W/D. D/W. G/D. off
street parking, large back yard,
$1.140/month Old South rtejh St..
waasrs] astance. leaee 7/1/04. Can
8280464.
HOUS.S AveiIMM for Rent
year, ail close to JMU
4332126-

\-'
Call

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!
S.TOOTur first 10 words
$2.00 each add'l lOwotds
Block ads art SI Winch
All classified ads must he

Large 1 ■eeVeowi Ceatfs ■ Shaded
deck. $220 each. August, call
433-2221.
Stueent Frlen*y Houses r,,.
qutet areas,
E
Elizabeth.
W. Water, throe and four bedrooms,
parking. ,ard. W/D. smokers and
pets welcome. June 1. for details
caHB7»»47

Experienced Servers Wanted At
Macondo s 43 Linda lane, nan to
Lowes Can 540-4320851.

HELP WANTED

a day potential. Local positions.
1800-2933985. eat 215

NOTICI:

Le as I ng Agen t. M arhatlag « e~f Part-time marketing rep needed
for apartment complex close to
campus. 20 30 hours per week
needed during business hours
Call
5406393298
for
additional information.

For mart inlnrmwon and MlsaaW
filng t* snasSgakoa of financing
btuaeu opponusl t*» conuci ihc
Bvttfr Bmincu Bureau. In.

Female Roommate Wanted To
share 4 bedroom apartment si
Hunters Ridge in Hsrnaonfxrg. Cteen
apartment and reasonable rent. Call
540-3231587 or 540-3276679, or
»maa i*ai20mo»lphm net
Three or Four ■*<
For Rent

riHoi

Close to campua. waaher and
dryer included June to June
«aee $300 per month for three
renters. $250 per month for four
renters. Cal 4330380

may e-mail your ad to
uSe_brecze@jmu.edu. Ads
must be paid in advance by
cash, check. VISA or
MasterCard. All ads arc
subject to Brce/c approval.
(all 568-6127 today!
Apartment fer Rent • Huntere
Ridge Condo. 2 beds 2 bath.
$350/person/monlh. Apartment
1384 8 For Year August 1 2004 to
July 31, 2005. Contact John
Loughlln, 5402200294.
4 ledreem. 2 Rath $200 per
bedroom And 2 bedroom. 2 bath.
$350 per bedroom. Both
available August 15th. Price and
lease terms negotiable. Contact
Mine. 1 703691 8064 or email
"i&'cgen seVnolm ar' com

exploring the Mystery via electroambient soundworlds. Must be
more than serious about muse, and
wanbng to get together consistently
E ma* me*et»D»#posl.corri

Earn $10 $125 for surveys. Earn
$25 250 for focus groups. Visit
www casn4sftdsntt.com/bnsaw

ML View Drive TH 5 bedrooms.
furnished, ethernet. groups of 5
oreftrrM $230, month. 1 year lease
i8/04 R 05) Can 1 7034505008

Spring Break Panama CRy $199
7 nights, 6 free parties, free
covers 5 day aprlng break
Bahamas Cruise $279. Cancun,
Jamaica. Nassau $529. Daytone
$159. Call 1-800 678 6386
www SpnngtVeaft Travel, com

mwmm:
CONFIRMED FUWfS
FROMBWt
CeVKtHl

I-S0O-5J3-55OI

1 800 648 4849
www.stslravel.com

!E533k
46 days per weak: sitting errands.
etc Cas 4762757
■ Babysmer to watch our 2
year old daughter 3 momngs a week.
$6/hr. Can 4333335.
■ Earn up to $500 par
week assembling products at home.
No experience information at
1985 646 1700 Depl VA 4806.
lecear Reaiiees NuasB For spring
High School season Certification
cl.mc January 21 at Harnsonburg
High School. Call 433 2359 or
2464470 for -formation

submitted in writing. You
in 3 Bedroom
townhouse available August 2004
m Kiester school area, quiet and
safe neighborhood, garage, large
deck, phone and cable outlets in
each room, $285 per person. For
more details or an appointment.
can 1800 842 2227. or e-mail
«pyoev60a>sherife'.nef.

Openings at UcaJ Oroue Home
FulHime wrth benefits or part-time.
Flexible schedules. Competiuve pay
tor local industry. Call Jeannette.
8792655

- Camp Takajo for boys.
Maples, Maine: Tnpp Lake Camp for
girls. Poland. Maine. Noted for
picturesque lekefront locations and
exceptional facilities. Mid June
through mid August. Over 100
counselor positions In tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer.
lacrosse, golf. Hag football, roller
nocKey. field hoefcey, awimmmg.
sailing, water skiing, gymnastics,
dance, horseback ndlng. archer,
weight training, newspaper.
photography, video, woodworking.
ceram.ee/pottery. crafts, fine arts,
silver jewelry, copper enamel, nature
study, rsdio/electronics, theater,
coslumer. piano accompanist rnuac
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny Call
Takajo at 1800-2508252. Cal Tnpp
Lake at 1800-997 4347 Or apply
online at www.tahajo.com or
www. t npQiahecamp com.

Only $15 to run your

iinSof

Kb

"For Sale" ad Tor (he
enUre semester or

• 1 Spring Break Vacations Cancun. Jamaica Acapulco.
Bahamas, and Florida. Bast
parties, best hotels, best prices.
Group discounts, organizers travel
free. Space *s limited, book now
and savel Call 1 800 234 7007.
www. £no*assSumrner 7ours.com

■

Jamaica

until your Hem sells

(whichever comes first)!

uTJTCl

This oner is good now through

April 29 and only appkes to
advertising in the Tor Sale'
.ret ion Ads must be 20 words
or leas. Offer applies to indrvhlual
items only Retail stores and
businesses do not qualify lor this
special offer. All ads are subexi

to Breeze approval

Spring Breakers
SSt mini ti
special* to Costa R>r* the nottes
new spring break location. Cal
1*662558828,
www.needspnngDree*. com.

Don't mi* out on this
great deal!
Call 568-6127 for more
uTfotmanoti

96.000 mass,
new tires, good condition Must eea
by June) $2,000 or bast offer Can
Lauren at 574 2338.

Bahamas Spring ■reek Party
Ctvtee - *>>• days from $279 Party
with Real World Pans celebrities
at exclusive cast parties Great
beeches snd nightlife. Includes
meals, port/hotel taxes. Cati
18006786 38G
www SpnngoVee* Travel, com

iPACI IS LIMIID BOOH NOW'

1 800 234,7007
I - $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1800-2933985. eit. 613
J«nu»ry Mf 1 2»th
Get Mo ptflonM) aOs 'or
Ih. prtc of oott

$509

Reward • Lost my Stuart Hall 2004
gold and onyx class nng EBW
engraved Inside. Please call
432 9421, vary upset senior

dl 54M1J7 !<x tW^ll'

Check out The Breeze online!
Visit www.thebreeze.org today!
Want lo know how well your antioxidant vitamins are doing?

FLEX NOW
ACCEPTED!

Want to help the world's children fight hunger?
Looking for great skin care products?
looking for great webhosling and telecommunications products?

See my websites for details.
cbruble.mypharmanex.com
cbruble.my-ntc.com
cbruble.mynuskin.com
cbruble.mybigplanet.com

Downfown: 433-3917

DR. REBUCK

442.8123

Optometrist

' Specializing in glasses, contacts including
■ .lored contacts and bifocal contacts
Exams for cataracts. Glaucoma, eye
dlseass and foreign t>oity removal

EVENING HOURS AVAILABLE BY APPTJNTMENT
OPEN TIES. WED, FH, & SAT - WALK-NS WELCDrvED
21BB A JOHN WATLAND HWY
BESIDE WAL-MART VISION CENTER ON 4Z S0U1H

Show your

Roommate
that you care
by placing a personal ad in
the Breeze Classified Section!

January is R0OMMATE APPRECIATION
month at the Breeze
Buy one ad, get one free!
Buy an ad to run on Monday, Jan. 26.
and we'll run the same ad on Thursday, Jan. 29 for free!

Pricing
$3 for the first 10 words,
$2 for each additional 10 words
$10 for a 1 inch block ad

Deadlines
For Monday's paper, please place order by Friday at noon
For Thursday's paper, please place order by Tuesday at noon
For more information, please contact the Breeze by calling X8-6127

MACONOOS
CARIBBEAN RESTAURANT
43 Linda Lane, next To Lowe's

940-432-0851

Tuesday Night = Student Night present student ID and receive *50% off your meal!
"does not include «;>rrdt.

I

Homemade Caribbean Cuisine
with a Touch of Spain!
CLOSED MONDAY

position
yourself
for the

FUTURE
Consider La Salle University's
Full-time MBA Program.
Our AACSB-accredited Full-time MBA Program features opportunities to:
• Gain communication, technical, and quantitative skills
• Attend classes with a diverse and international group of students
• Study abroad for one semester or participate in international travel seminars to
Europe and the Pacific Rim
• Participate in workshops and professional development modules to enhance
international business etiquette skills and knowledge of American corporate culture
• Take advantage of the cultural, historical and professional highlights of Philadelphia
All at a very reasonable tuition
For more information,
visit www.lasalle.edu/ftmba
or call 888-578-7480

www.lasalle.edu/MBA
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Half.com

Retail

You do the math.
-____
• for a ■mrtad tim«, flr»t-tlm» I

.

How smart is this: All the textbooks you

|

used, all you have to do is go to half.com

• on purchases of *50 or more.'

and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers.

i

!

h itcorrr

need for up to 50% off retail prices. New or

; Save an additional *5

Gotta love that new math.

JAMES2004

Same textbooks.
Smarter prices.

^■^■^^■•^■^■^■■■^■■^■^
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when i woke up this morning
drama, music, and the visual arts

anuary 22

i didn't remember where i was."

T

transitions

6pm

to bring a live, poetic forum to the visual arts
contact Jessi Bavolack at
/
bavolajcffjmu.edu or
568 - 7824 for more info
_......-.-— -.- •.
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